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Carter Undecided Attout Next MOl

Mine Worker Cauticil Relects
Revised Contract Offer Tod
r_
clustty bargainers had made it possible
In addition to discussing seizure of
Carter saicThe had kit SI* talked with
By DAVID ESPO
to '• unpro ve considerably" on the
the
adMarshall
said
mines,
the
coal
so.
doing
Marshall
but
would
be
Associated Press Writer
contract
the union's bargaining council
binding
considerating
ministration
is
At
a 4 a.m. EST) news briefing
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
rejected last Sunday.
"preparing
for
been
and
has
arbitration
shortly
after
the
negotiators
recessed,
bargaining
union's
Mine Workers
But he said union spokesmen made it
Taft-Hartley," the federal law which
Marshall said the UMW's bargaining
council today rejected a revised inpermits the government to seek a back -dear they felt the industry !-Isas-trYing
COuticll's-fejection of the Bituminous
dustry proposal and Labor Secretary
otake Away too much" and he_noted
_
Coal,
-Operetors'- Association contract .to work _court order..
Ray Marshall said it appears '"not
there
Wei a feeling on the part of Some'
prom* was t "severe disapPointgleilt
possible. . . to have-a negotiated„setBargainiluk- Council-members said
triembrs that the final industry
Union
to
us."
tlement" in the 75-day coal strike.
the vote was unanimous against the
IMES CONSIDERS SENATE RACE - State Rep. Kenneth Imes of Murray
were not ''-what they wereetirlier
offers
"As of now it looks like it's not
Marshall, who has been conducting
industry proposal which union
(right) has revealed that he is considering opposing Walter (Dee) Hudto be."
represented
possible for us to have a negotiated
almost nonstop negotiations for two
spokesmen described as "the final best
dleston in the Mee -kr U. S. Senate later this year. Imes is shown here
One union source charged the inthe
strikei
dsflsan
attempt
to
end
settlement,"
the
offer"
labor
submitted
by
the
secretary said,
coal operators. . - dustry with -a double cross."
talking isith_lentycky House Speaker William Kenton earlier this year in
_atidi,ng that heivOidd meet With his staff . _ The council members said the council --- _said the administration "will take
Id
Franort.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
had been signs of progress in
approrpriate action in the immediate
later today before going to Presidenti also voted 26-11 against submitting the - 7There
negotiations Friday as the Carter
the
was
option
Carter with recommendations on how
future." He confirmed one
contract proposal to a rank-and-file
administration let it be known that a
to proceed.
to ask Congress for permission to seize
.._.___ra i ica. ion_. _sybte .. withnut recomary federal seizure of the mines
te
the coal mines.
There was no time set for resumption .. mendahon.
•
In Bangor, Maine, where he spent the
of negotiations. Bargaining council -- -Marshall- said the final industry.- l
walsed
"
!
v.en'*I
'
D"4)14911" if the till-ras
night in a private home during a three- 'approval is necessary for rank-and-file
Proposal'"certainly seemed 1,0 be" the
not playing games," one
are
"We
state New England tour, President
coal operators final offer. He mid*
ratification of a contract,
.
government source said.
Carter was asked what-he-was going to
do about the coal inipasse-.,.
'
. yet," he told reporters.
"I don't know
State Rep. Kenneth Imes of Murray
Imes, 31, has been a member of the
"I'll have something later in the
has made public his intentions of state House since 1972. He represents
day," he added, responding to the
challenging U. S. Sen. Walter (Dee) Calloway County and half of Trigg
question when he emerged from the
_ Huddleston in a bid-for- the Democratic County. In 1976 he served as vice_
- nomination lateitlff'year. -------"*--chairniarrOf the House State Govern. --- front porch of his Bangor lodgings
Imes disclosed his intentions to
ment Committee and during the
about 7:15 a.m.
Paducah Sun-Democrat reporter Bill
current legislative term is serving as
'
Bartleman this week in Frankfort The
chairmen.
slate itr tribVe the Mar for the utilities.
By T.G. MOORE
coidd result in layoffs of as niany
Paducah newspaper revealed Imes'
The .chairmanship of the State
But, "If they tell us where the coal is
Associated Press Writer
125,000 Kentuckians, Carroll said.
plans to.readersilatimarticle written by_ Government Committee is considered
and
if they can't move it, we will make
"We
(AP_)_are
and
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
r
industrial
many
hit
"This
will
Bartleman that'appeared
an-important assignment because it has
fast approaching mandatory cutbacks"
commercial enterprises early. It will .every effort" to get it moved, he added.
edition,
the authority to consider any bill in."It is unnecessary to describe how we
in electrical power, Gov. Julian Carroll
hit our schools and colleges early," the
Imes said an official announcement troduced and considers more bills than
might do that," Carroll said. _ _
wave- gripped a` wide area of said after . emerging -from a meetingovernor added,
about his political-plans will be made
any other standing committee.
Asked how reeTwas-the po
-fsibility
with. Kentucky utility coinpany
the country today following a snowfall
• Carroll said he iieclinecj.to name. the
Imes said he waited until this week to
prior to March 1....
that slate police Or National &lard
that began last night and continued
representatives,
utilities facing the possibility of lim
reveal his possible candidacy because
Bartleman's article,'in part, read as
troops may be used to escort coal
-The ability of our 'electrical
until earlier this morning covering
posing mandatory curtailments
an earlier announcement might have
follows:
generating plantain Kentucky to meet
"because I don't want to create any shipments, Carroll said: ,
interfered with his'duties as a state- Murray and the surrounding area with
have been considering seeking the
"Any potential harm to personal life
ilt.Q.Wer_generating requirements IS _ ,nutilicahysteria.."
a new foa-ifiCh white blanket,
representative.
DernociGtIC nomination for. several
propertyWilli+Ce
-iiii IdiqUate police
err
High
Carroff
the
County`
difficliit,"
said
Calloway
increasingly
governor
ficials
with
getting
The
"It will be an uphill battle to run a
months," Imes said in an interne*,
protection.. at such time as the need
representatives told him they are
said after the meeting Friday.
School said a decision would be made
Thursday.•"I put out a few feelers and_ successful campaign against ah 411having "only about three to four per- exists, using state police to escort coal
The governor said he has asked the
later today as to whether or not the
cumbent in just three months, but I
have received considerable enPublic Service Commission to call a
Calloway game at Livingston County
cent success" with voluntary cur- shipments might be considered."
think it can be done," Imes said.
couragement from people in western
Carroll said he plans to call members
would be canceled.
tailment programs.
public hearing within 10 days . "to
'There seems to be quite a bit of
Kentucky and from members of the
of the UMW bargaining council and to
The concert by the All-District band
establish- the mandatory curtailment
"The problem is that there is
dissatisfaction with the current
House."
scheduled for tonight has been can,
substantial coal on the ground...hut the schedyle talkswith coal operators in an
procedures that will be used."
Imes said that tyring to defeat
senator." effort to "create any pressure we can
utilities
celled.
Kentucky
Carrollsaid
two
truckers are abiding by the United
The battle will be especially hard
Huddleston will be a tough task but
on the operators" and the UMW to
lines,"
picket
Union
will
be
name
Workers
which
he
declined
to
Mine
Motoroists
early
today
had
to
deal
other
Gov.
Julian
Carroll
and
since
feels there are issues that can be raised
break the apparent stalemate in the
forced to institute mandatory curCarroll said.
with treacherous streets which had just
state Democratic leaders already have
to gain support.
coal contract talks.
tailments "if they do not get additional
"We hope to get that coal moved
begun to clear from January snowfalls.
announced support for Huyddleston's
"The Panama Canal treaty will be a
The governor said the main purpose
coal within the next 48 to 96 hours."
before the generating plants have to
Local crews were on the job before
reelection.
major issue if he ( Huddleston) votes on
,
See CARROLL
Mandatory curtailments. which
shut down." he said.
f.
daylight this morning spreading salt
Despite support of the leaders of the
it the way he has indicated," Imes
for
the
percent,
plans
14, Column 6
would
25
had
"no
_Page
at
said
he
initially
begin
Carroll
and
cinders and beginning snow
party, Imes said he has had offers for
said. "I think the majority of the people
removal operations on roadways.
financial assistance in a campaign.
in Kentucky are against it and the
He said his final decision on seeking
Early morning temperatures arouna
senator has said that he supports the
the nomination will hinge on support he
the nation ranged from 14-below-zero in
measure."
can generate in urban areas, such as
Gunnison, Colo. and St. Joseph, Mo., to
Huddleston's first term in office ends
Louisville and Lexington.
73 above in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
this year and he harinclicated he will
seek reelection in this May Democratic
primary. The winner of that election
will challenge the Republican's candidate in November.
One Section -14 Pages
reviewed and discussed by the Bureau
"All persons interested in this project
A public hearing on the four laning of
Huddleston, who operated a radio
representatives at the public hearing
are
invited
to
attend
(the
hearing)
and
12th
Street through Murray has been
station Elizabethtown prior to being
The Murray High Tigers upset Symsonia while
and
will be available for inspection and
scheduled for Wednesday, March 22, express their ideas relative to the
elected to the Senate, served in the
Calloway Lakers split boys and girls games with Fulton
copying,"
the announcement said.
social,
economic
and
environmental
1978.
The
hearing
will be held in the
General Assembly from 1965 until he
.County. Meanwhile, MSU was capturing second place in
and tentative schedule
procedure
"The
effects
of
the
project
as
planned
will
auditorium of the Special Education
went to Washington in 1972.
the OVC track meet. Details in today's Sports Section,
for acquiring right of way and the
have
upon
individuals
and
business
building
on
the
-Murray
State
UniverHuddleston has been active on a
pages 6,land 8.
Relocation Assistance Program will
organizations in the area and the
sity campus.
special Senate committee investigating
also be discussed during the public
community,"
Hodges
said
in
the
anthe Central Intelligence Agency and
According to an announcement by
hearing."
nouncement.
several other organizations. He helped
Robert Hodges,-district highway
Written and oral statements and
draft a bill introduced in the Senate
engineer,"the purpose of the hearing is
exhibits will be accepted at the
other
the
hearing
the
highPrior
to
public
Business Page
3.9
recently that woukl limit the scope of
Snow diminishing to flurries
to afford all interested or affected
public hearing and made a part of thewill
have
project
way
department
13
Classifieds
12,
covert operations by the CIA and other
before ending around midday
persons an opportunity to become in- exhibits on display' for public review at
hearing record. Additional statements
12
Crosswords
intelligence organizations.
then slowly decreasing cloudiformed about the proposed highway
may be submitted to the District Office
council
room
on
the
Murray
City
Hall
12
Comics
Imes, however, said Huddleston has
ness this afternoon. Total new
project which will involve the im- March 21 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Bureau
at the Bureau of Highways, P. 0. Box
2
Abby
Dear
not represented the people of Kentucky'
snow accumulations of two inprovement of a section of U. S. 641 ot Highways' personnel will be on hand
3010, Paducah, Kentucky 42001, within
14
De,aths & Funerals
-and has especially neglected
ches. Highs in the mid to upper
through Murray."
10 days after the public hearing.
at that time to discuss the proposed
10,11
Fins
agriculture." He said Huddleston could
20s. Clearing and cold tonight
The public hearing is being conducted
and
respond
to
questions
while
project
The
inning
of
project calls for the four
3
Horoscope
have done a better job in fighting HEW
with lows of 10 to 15. Sunny and
pursuant to the Federal Highway Act,
the exhibits are on display.
the
Street
thoroughfare
Sycamore
3
from
WeB
Stay
Let's
Secretary Joseph Califano's nocool Simday with highs in the
23 U.S. C., its revisions and as required
-Exhibits and other pertinent innorth to Utterback Road. When com2,3
Local Scene -•
smoking campaign.
20s.
Chances
of
upper
by the U. S. Department of Tranformation developed by the Bureau of
pleted,
the
covering
a
project,
4
proposed
Opinion
Page
"He's lost touch with theoliddleclass
precipitation diminishing to less
two
sportation's
Policy and Procedure
connect
will
miles,
Highways
and
written
views
received
distance
of
2.5
6,7,8
Sports
Kentuckian," Imes said. "He doesn't
than 20 percent this afternoon.
Memorandum 20-8 dated January 14,
existing portions of four-lane on U.-S. from local, state and federal agencies
vote the conscience of the people."
1969.
641.
and other public officials will be

-Int_tet-Considering
to. 0. .ace

CarrottSees McindatoryPower
Curtailments In Near Future

Snow Measures.
4 Inch.eri-Here

Public Hearing On 12th Street
ScheduledWetin-esday,March-22

inside today

snow ending

today's index

Community Theatre Thriving After One Year
"You ain't seen nothin' yet!"
"Not only has that become the motto
of the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre, it is also the title
of an up-coming anniversary extravaganza that our theatre group ts planning," announced Larry and Mary
Bartlett, co-chairmen of the anniversary committee.
In celebration to the Community
Theatre's first anniversary, an
original
baggy-pants "Vaudeville
Review" will be presented as a dinner
theatre on March 2, 3, and 4 at the
Holiday Inn at 7:00 p.m.
"You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet!" is
being compiled and directed by
Richard Valentine, the producerdirector for the Community Theatre.
"This anniversary show will include
many of Vaudeville's most beloved and
classic sketches much like acts that
were performed by Eddie Cantor,
Abbott & Costello, Mae West, The Marx
Brothers,,Sophie Tucker, and W. C.

Fields, along with the Top Banana, a
bagg-pants comic, as well as singers
and dancers,"
"A special menu committee has been
working in cooperation with the chef at
the Holiday Inn and has come up with
an outstanding menu for the anniversary gala at a very reasonable
price!" the chairman of the menu
committee, Mrs. Libby Hart announced.
Mrs. Hart further explained, -We
went to some of the area's finest cookbooks and gourmet cooks and used
recipes that they recommended. After
much discussion we finally agreed upon
what promises to be an excellent meal.
There will be a fruit salad with a special
poppy seed dressing. Chicken cordon
bleu will be the main course. Our
vestables will include broiled tarragon
tomatoes, plus there will be a spinach
casserole. then to top it off, we will
serve toffee gateau."
"The committee has met with the

chef of the Holiday Inn and was able to
ascertain complete quality control over
the preparation of these fine dishes,"
commented Mrs. B. J. Herrin.
Those serving on the committee are.
Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Herrin, -Mrs.-John
O'Brien, Mrs. John Quertermous, and
Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
"The tickets for this entertainment
extravaganza are available now -by
reservation only, by calling the Community Theatre Box Office at 759-1752,
or by dropping by the theatre office
located on the second floor of City Hall
The price for the dinner theatre which
includes the meal, show,tax and tip will
be $9.50. Groups rates are available on
Thursday night only," Mrs. Bartlett
said.
It was just a year ago that a group of
interested citizens met on a cold night
and decided to try to start a cornmunit
theatre. It has been twelve months and
at least twelve major productions latcr.
plus after school classes, workshops.

participation theatre, and the foundation has been laid for a very ambitious education program.
Just as its motto implies, Community
Theatre of Murray and Calloway
County' has achieved a great deal in its
short life time.
Beginning in March of 1977 with the
children's show "Androcles and the •
Lion: this very active theatre.group. ,
caug,ht the imagination of the entire
county. March also brought its first
dinner theatre porduction, and then in
April with- The Emperor's New
Clothes" the group continued to receive
the full support of the local citizenry.
The sumrner theatre program was
the last urging the local business and
civic groups needed help get this infant
organization operating to its fullest
capacity. Although several groups from
the private sector have helped the
theatre initially, it was "Stouthearted,"
a dinner theatre, "Curse You Jack
Dalton,"- a melodrama staged at the

the world's longest running musical,
Old Freight Depot (future home of the
"The Fantasticks." This production,
Community Theatre), and "Tom
too, played to packed houses. With this
Sawyer," which was staged at the new
incentive the theatre continued its city-county park, that finally convinced
lution-a-month tradition, and in
local men's and women's groups, as ,..E4reoece
ber produced "Story theatre,"
well as the surrounding business
at five of the local elementary schooLs.
groups, that Community Theatre was
--During this time,- a special education
hereto stiy.
committee was meeting with various
Shortly thereafter, fhe -first memschool officials to try to set up some
bership dirve wail officially held. In lesi
type of on-going educational program
than three weeks over 600 people
in the city and county systems. Just
became charter members of the sixrecently,. it was learned that the
month old organization.
In that same time period enough_ echication,. proposals made by the
theatre were accepted by-the local
money was raised from contributions
schools, with a full schedule of classes
within the city and county to qualify the
and workshops to begin this fall.
theatre group for a matching fund
In one short year the Community
grant. Being the first of its kind in the
Theatre has grown frOm non-existance
entire state, Murray-Calloway county
into one of the community's most active
Community Theatre was the only arts
organizations, Not only has the group
organization less than two years old
lived up to it ever expanding
ever to be funded by the Kentucky Arts
reputation—but if past performance is
Commission.
any indication, we ain't sPen nothin'
In October, with its new-found spirit
yet!
and drive, the theatre decided to stage
••••
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Downey-Vance Vows

mirtt
vrizoocs COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

1Dewt.-AM)

Saturday, February 18
Monday,February 20
Ragtime
Kentucky
Murray,,Posioffice will be Weekend will continue at closed due to nlithinid 110liday,
Kenlake State Resort Park
with workshop and prOgrams thday.
all day anda concert at night.
County
Calloway
.
Murray Shrine Club will_ -Asseeiation-ifeu---Retarded
have its, dinner and social Citizens will meet in the
meeting at theTriangle Inn at auditorium of the Special
6:30 p.m.
Education Building, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
1,1

.
1• S

S.

T.

:I

Should One Forgive
Spouse Who Cheats?
DEAR ABBY: Frequently you have expressed the
opinion that if a man cheats On his wife, she should "forgive
and forget," and take the unfaithful husband back.
Obviousl you do not uphold the traditional Orthodox
Jewish view that states once the sacred trust has been
broken. by either husband, or wife, the only 891Ut1ou45
divorce!
YALE

Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
& A. M. will meet at the Lodge
Hall at seven p.m.

Tuesday,February 21
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
have its call to prayer and self
denial Pitigrarn ihniine of
Good Shepherd United Mrs. Lee Lassiter at one p.m.
Miss Margie Downey And William Vance
Methodist Church Wamen will
•_
old
supper
_
Mr.
and Mrs_ liuford.Downey of Murray-Route-Bight-anforget"
is
an
Jewish
chili
haver_a
at the.
DEAR YALE: To "forgive and
Ellis Center will be -open
church at six' p.m. No charge from ten a.m. to three pm.for nounce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Margie,
custom. In fact, the theme of the Yom Kippur service
stresses that we are all human, and it urges forgiveness but donations will be ac- activities by the Senior to William Vance, son Of Mr. will Mrs. Coffield Vance, 1001A
and reconciliation. ("It is human to err, and it is in the
cepte(i.
Citizens with sack lunch at Johnny Robertson Road,Murray.
spirit of the Divine to forgive.")
The bride-elect attended Calloway County High School and is
noon and band practice at one
The prophet Hosea was actually commanded by God to
now employed at the Tiny Tot Day Care Center. She is the
Show
by
Happy
Boat
accept Gooier -as his wife even though it was public
_
— -granddaughter of Mrs. Ala Downey of
Hazel and the lat.
" Holiday TraVel; Inc., -will
. knowledge that she was a harlot.
-James
H.
-Downey
and
the
late
Kentucky
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John Gatlin&
West
at
continue
Dexter
Senior
"bringt
he'
i
j
Hosea
to
'Citizens
prophet
the
will
(kid.further commanded
Mn -Vance-graduated from Murray High School in the classfamily together in acceptance and compassion.** Shall we 1-Livestock ind Exposition meet at the Dexter Center- at
of 1968 and is now parts manager for Purdom Motors, Murray.
9:30 a.m.
Center from four to ten p. m.
do less?
His grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Clancy Vance and
DEAR Al3I3Y: Recently I moved into a small apartment
Sand Festival,will coatinue
Murray Meembly Ne, 14- the late Mr.and Mrs. Floy_d_l_ralor. .
building-with paper-thin walls.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, March 3, at 7:30
Order)of the Rainbow for Girls
at Murray State University.
A male tenant (single) lives next door. Everything he
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Tenth and Main Streets,
will
meet
at
The
Masonic
Hall
does and I do mean EVERYTHING-can be heard
MUrKaY. A reception will follow in the Fhurch fellowship hall.
Stocky,February.I9
at seven-p.m.
through the walls.
No invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are
Boat
Show
by
Happy
carries
on
he
weekends,
on
Late at night, and especially
invited
to attend the wedding and the reception.
Travel,
Inc.,
will
be
at
Holiday
Music
Departmeot of
a very noisy love life.
- I am not an eavesdropper. What he does is his own the West Kentucky Livestock Murray Woman's Club is business, but how do I keep -his private life from ruining and Exposition Center from scheduled to meet-at 7:30 p.m.
my sleep and embarrassing me and my guests?
one to six p. m. For inI have met him only once, and he seems nice. For that formation call 753-8890:
Murray 'FOPS Club will
reason I aril unable to bring reYself to tell hi,that! tan
meet at Health Center at
overhear everything he does.
Rita Reasons 1_Pailawski,.
-Mrs.-190h- tlargrove;---the- -i*Strawberry punch .v.• were
thersi.-soliat way r -Can let hint IMO-yr-that he As
Dyersburg,
-Tit, will present
me?
embarfassusg
former Kathy Sue Jackson, served at a table decorated
disturbing me and
Senior Adult meeting will be was honored with several
THE GIRL NEXT DOOR clarinet recital at two p. m. in
the Old Recital Hall of the held at the Fellowship Hall of prenuptial events prior to her with a centerpiece of
burgundy and pink roses.
DEAR GIRL; Yes. Make sure he reads "Dear Abby" Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, the First Baptist Church at wedding.
Eighty-five persons called
beats
the
door.
It
his
under
slip
this
Murray
State
University.
have
to
today-if you
twelve noon. A potluck lunch_
The first was_ a personal _
alternative.
-will be served and Margaret shOwer given by Sandra Stark, - Or sent gifts daring- the atlernoon hours.
Monday,February 20
Trevathan will be in charge of Kathie Broach, Theresa
The Community Room of
DEAR ABBY: In response to the church wedding
Quarterly meeting of the the program.
Dover,and Regina Cook at the the Hopkinsville Federal
photographer who took pictures for five hours and Blood River Associational
Community room of the Savings and Ikan,Murray,
.."starved' while ,everybody ”was eninying the wedding WMU has been
rescheduled
Mower for Mr: and Nfri. 1Ye-oRle's Bank North Branch. was the
dinner:
scene of the household
lost
I remember our church iveddingvisome 20-years-ago. For for ten artLia noon at the Elm Steve Henderson
The honoree was presented shower giver) by Mesdames
all I know, the preacher saithuTh-e-Pied-ge OrAllegiance," Grove Baptist Church. Karen their home and contents by a corsage of white carnations' Ronnie Hargrove, Clayton
the organist played "The Little Brown Jug," and all the Hussung will be speaker.
fire on Feb. 7 will be heldat trimmed with burgundy
Hargrove, Lloyd Cooper, and
_
guests. wore flannel nightgowns!
seven p.m_ it the community ribbons- -complimenting her Glen
West.
What I'm trying to say is this:'Brides are -usually so
Regular meeting of NSA has room of the Federal Savings outfit. - - • ••
For -the otcasion- the
nervouST preoccupied .and dazed at their own weddings been changed from today to and Loan,
Seventh and
Tacos, brownies, and honoree was presented with a
'that they can't be expected to remember to invite the Monday, Feb. 27, at seven Streets, Murray. Mrs. Main
Hen- cookies were served by the corsage of white
feast.
wedding
photographer to join in the
carnations.
p.m. in the court room of the derson is the former Debbie hostesses. Twenty-two perAssuming the photographer is a grown man, why
Cake, nuts, mints, and punch
Court
Houk.
Calloway
County
Crick,
daughter of Mr. and sons were present or sent were
coitidn't,,he ,justspeak up and say,"Is it okay if I have a bite
served.
•
Mrs. EOrl Wade Crick.
to eat?•s I'm starving."
giftS.
iteVijrit,Y7seken persons were
BEEN THERE-- Tti4a Department, Murray
Mesdathet 1- 13: MeDarileli 'Present or sent gifts.
"
Charles Stirk, Ray -Broach,
haye
a
will
Wonian's
Club,
DEMI.BEEN:He could, but most photographers stay in
Lake Area Singles will meet Michael Sheltbn, J. B. Dover,
club
at
the
meeting
dinner
the dark until something develops.
at seven p.m, at the Bank of Gaxor Ward, Carman ,Parks,
,
house at 6:30 p.m.
Marshall County, Benton, with Jerry Fuqua, Paul Calhoun,
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be Recovery, Inc., will meet at Sandy Shapiro, family and Wade-. Holley were
Popular; You're Never Too Young mr-Toe Old," is for you. the Health Center, North 7th counselor at the Mantel hostesses for a tea shower
Health Center, Benton, as held at the McDaniel home,
Send 111 along with a long, sal-addressed, stamped (24 and Olive, at seven p.m.
speaker. This is open to all- 902South 17th Street, Murray.
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.
The honoree was presented
Murray Lodge/No. 105 Free persons who are divorced,
and Accepted Masons will widowed, or never been an -orchid corsage. Her
mother, Mrs. Bennie Jackson,
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 married.
- and-her- mother-in--law to be,
p.m.
Mrs. T. C. Hargrove, were
presented corsages of red
Bluegrass State CB Club
roses. Glamelia corsages
will meet at the hall over
were presented to Mrs. Opal
T
I
Wallis Drug at 7:30 p.m.
Jackson and Mrs. Alma
Cooper, grandmothers of the
- -Calvary Temple will have a
bride and groom respectively.
benefit supper at the church
Refreshments Of -finger tip
with serving to start at six
sandwiches, nuts, mints, and
p.m. Price will be 81.50 for
adults and 75 cents for
children under twelve.

4•

SWEETHEART BANQUET-,-The Cherry Corner Baptist Church had-itsfirst annual-Sweetheart banquet en
Thursday, Feb. 9, with the guest speaker being Murray
State University basketball coach Fred Overton who
dg l
o
Life."
e
v.
bey' tJeffreyhThee
IIN
spo
uork
se
wo
o
nh197aliLnedA
o
anorthekssl wn.cas
:
rt
EStephanie4
ssets ia bhFcy
Successful(shownoewnei-crowning
evening was highlighted
with
Colson
ML Overton} as Cherry Ccitners sweetheart king and

ed
group to the ladies of the church for furnishing the
food for the dinner.
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Mrs. Bob'Hargrove Is
Honored With Events

gookmanh
i Ct

•

CP-PPo-sloa900'
is coming to
Downtown Murray

CIAIPAPA I

Large Selection Hardback Books
1/2 Price or Less
Rihles & Reference
Inspirational & Poetry
Children's Books
• Sports
Cookbooks
Decorating& Antiques
Nature& Animals
Classics & Novels
New 8, Used Paperbacks 3/51°`'
Used Hardbocks
All New Record Albums 2 Price
All used Albums 75' each
All Greeting Cards'2 price
-222
Cc tat Square, MurraN

Featuring

r
a7AMERICAN
i=ASTANDARD

Across From New
City PARK

Some Ii e it cold

r0:11.m"."iniT
TI tv 3/9 iam

BARBARA JANE BOOKMAN
HER DADDY OWNS THE TEAM.
SHE CAN PLAY WITH THEM
ANY TIME SHE WANTS TO.

cut_

Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs
Why PICKENS Of Course!

Suddenly
Ifs Spring

Mrs 2/2$
j721,11:36+238Sort.

AniLCIhrt"
..4".s.
V 9,,
-9C2

7:311,11:111-11:3113on

"ONE OF THE BEST
PICTURES OF THE YEAR."
TIME MAGAZINE

JI

The Goodbye Girl'
Is a joyous comedy —
just what the doctor ordered.
Neil Simon makes
feeling good legal..."
6E,
NB,C

t

HARD DREYFIN,

MARSHA MASON

in111111211111=
• moan en= _
BURT REYNOLDS nit siurrarrnsom
-LITBURBI

"SEMI TOUGHr
late Show En 11-40

Neit

IRL

Adak Entertainment
IS Or Over Only

Four Great Movies
Guaranteed
To Make You Smile!!

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

FRESH

blooms in a dress as yellow
THE MURRAY THE AIRES

aro.

ThIll Thur
7 25,9 a2 *son

Yee loved -TuussNisiou'
8. "Groove Tube" Yowl Love
Ky. Pried Movie

air

This movie is
totally
it

out of
control

FASHION—

Spring's netvest silhouette

Close"jj

Hold Over
711,9:26+1,3sar

WINKLER
FIELD
'Fouling the one you low
rrmioig volo-F.elf•

HE

and pretty as the first
daffodil. High-ribbed

Some people
those who enjoy lower
electric bills — like their hot
water cold. That is, every
time possible, they use cold
or watm water
in place of hot. They shower in
warm water. Some of their

clothes are washed in cold
water with the recommended detergent.
Dishes are washed io a full
sink not under a flowing
faucet. Or_ they hold dishes
Until there's a full load for the
automatic dishwasher.
DICTIKTik
LINKS A

bodice, accented with
pointeller
embroidery,
meets a soft dirndl skirt.
(By Little World.)

For more ways to hold down the cost of hot
water, ask for your free copy of Electric Savings.

COVER BOY
NEW YORK (AP)- For the
first time in its 33-year history,
Seventeen magazine has featured a boy on the cover of the
national teen-age girls' publication for the March issue. He is
Donald Andrew McLean Jr., 18,
of West Long Branch, N.J.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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Let's Stay Well

By F J L Blasingarne MD

NS:VITAL MEWS

Your Individual
Horoscope

-• •

Aspirin In The

1

2-&•78
Frances Drake -Adults
,
Nursery
FOR SUNDA t' FEBit t thY 19, 19711
".-NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
What kind _oL._day will _Joitylatfer smith-needed
* tomorrow be' To.find out what 13aii underestimate his ch:er
itlY Boy WaLston (MotherSharon, 3604 Velma Dr.,
0: Mrs. R. V. writes that stickiness is reduced by
forecast ability.
Lion may require surgery •the stars say, read the
Hopkinsville.
given for your birth Sign.
a friend had a mild stroke aspirin, even in small
SAGITTARIUS
for correction.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
which caused only brief doses,. rwhen_takeuxespalarDISMISSALS
physihusband's
Your--Yntle-Ilidgnusit still a bit
F
confusion litifna paralysis. ly.
rlou
ottte 6-1,C
Boy,.ChaR
cian has considered the
ARIES
"cloudy." Optimism may be
His physician prescribed
Baby
iMurra
il ivyl,
Other strokes are due to factors involved in his
(Mar 21 to Apr. 20) Orcoloring
your
outlook,
so
aspirin every day to try to the stoppage i occlusion, of
_Ethel
Thomas
Mrs.
E.
and
acGauge
everything
postpone
husyour
and
making decisions until
case. You
- prevent another stroke.
Baby Girl, Hales Tr. Ct.,
curately; be quick to perceive a more propitiod period.
a larger artery or to a band should discuss ,his
Mrs. H. V. says that her
erroneous information. Some CAPRICORN
CHAPTER PRESIDENT - The Western Chapter, KenMurray, Myron D. Vanleer,
case and the use of aspirin
tricky spots indicated. Make Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
husband has high blood break hi its wall, allowing with his physician. It
Franklin Hall, MSU, Murray,
tucky Society for Respiratory Therapy elected Tom
decisions to act in a well. pressure and that his phy- hemorrhage into the adja- would be unwise for your
Certain situations•may be
Mrs. Debbie .B. Beechum,
Petty, Respiratory Therapist at Murray-CaJloway Counbalanced, foresighted manner. annoying, but they MUST bp
. sician_insisted that certain cent brain tissue. Such oc- husband to start taking
Route 1, Springville, Tn.;Mrs.
Hospital, as president of their organization at the
ty
TAURUS
handled
and
calmly.
At
all
• medicines be taken to con- currences usually result in aspirin regularly without a
Janis Marie Crider, Box 215,
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tilk‘ik
costs,
Society's
winter business meeting at Western Baptist
avoid
'
,
anxiety
and
4:01_bitikad pressure and.to burr extensive and more professional opinion.
Arlington, Mrs. Betty Sue
An above-average day in overemotionalisn.
-Hospital in Paducah. Mr. Petty, R. R. T., joined the MCtry to prevent a stroke, but permanent damage to the
certain areas; possibly trying in AQUARIUS
Hargrove, Route 5,.Murray,
CH staff as technical director of Respiratory Therapy in
no aspirin was prescribed. brain. They lead to paralyothers. Don't do half a job or get (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mrs. Florence A. Langston,
April of 1976. A native of Waynesboro,Tn., he received
She wants to know if her sis and mental changes,
only half of a story. In
Good stellar influences. A
Box 56, Hickory, Mrs. Earlene
his associate degree in Respiratory Therapy from
-discussions, listen to ALL - novel -twist,- a new approach
-husband--would-benefit--even cleath--if--the- brain
Booher, Route 5, Benton,
to a stymied project could spark
carefully.
from adding aspirin _regti7 _ damage is extensive. AspiAquinas Junior College in Nashville. Before coming to
Antony D. Atkins, 1613 KirkGEMINI
fresh interest, relieve the
tarty to. his daily medi- rim is often not indicated in
Murray, he was staff therapist at the Veterans' Adwood, Murray, Donald J.
(May 22 to June 211
monotony of details.
cines,
managing such cases that
ministration Hospital in Nashville. He is currently serA good day in which to seek PISCES
Roberts. Richmond. Hall.
A: There are several survive.
ving
on the Board of Directors of Kentucky SodetY for
X tf,
(Feb
information
you
Study
need.
or
20
to
Mar.
201
•
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Cornelia
kinds of strokes.
Stroke prevention for
Respisatory Therapy, and is an active member of the
creauve writing of some kind: A most fortunate day for
Kenyon, - Route 9, Murray,
Your friend apparently both of these types inwilJ pay off in a sense of deep personal plans ,and iunbitions.,Sharlis
American Association for Respiratory Therapy.
%Wont Box 13.1,
. 11011-the-Vatlety-thaT often eludes control of elevated
-----"r:,By CECILY BROWNSTONE
satisfaction. :
innate intuition at a peak.
.Hasel,
reverses__ lelf and is blood'• pressure,. regular .
Jones,
-Mrs._
__ Associated Press Food Editor
-M.
CANCER
Don't hesitate-Thr- hack your-known as a transient is- exercise, no smoking,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Joanne
I June 22 to July 23) elf;)- hunches.
SNACKTIME
•
FARE
Stimulating aspects give new
chennic attack (TM), in maintenance of normal
_Windsor, 520 South 6th,
Skillet
Sandwiches
impetus to all worthwhile unYOU BORN TODAY are an
which the blood to part of weight and:a diet low in
Route
Gantt,
Murray,
Wilson
"410.
Apples
Cookies dertakings. Especially favored: AquarlusMsces cuspal tone . 2;
AAP°.
the brain is reduced by a saturated (animaITTAU.
- Murray, Mrs. Marion II
family
interests,
community
..110 •
born
at
the
change
of Signs)
spasm in the wall of a
Aspirin should not be
and,
as
such,
are
highly
in.
E
R
a
l
kins
ndy
,
5
E
1
.
4
Murray,
Whi
tntl
yands
i, i44032
00
0
'340
•13.
projects, outdoor pursuits.
SKILLET SANDWICHES
small artery. Or, the blood taken on a regular basis
;11.1116
311.
0
4641
LEO
(individual
8 slices bread
may temporarily shut off except under -the' atipervl
'
mibinipe
(July 24 to Aug. 231 vfelEN-g%
Riviera. Cts.,- Murray, Mrs
as
you
do,
so
many
of
sandwich-size
slices
8
the
traits
by a stoppage in a. small sion of a physician. He can
Avoid. hasty decisions. Look of each. You—have -the vet_ • -Lalka-L.---Xerserf- -Rouht---L
cheddar cheese
_
-•
artery,. but the Blood sup- perform bloodtests to see /
more closely into all situations- utility, lively imagination and
Ahno, Morrison Galloway,519
butter, melted
cup
1
4
ply is restored promptly by if an anticoagulant
There may be values not seen at volatile personality of the
1/4 cup wheat germ
South 6th, Murray, Miss Annie
a cursory glance.
a nearby artery which is needed and choose aspirin
Make 4 sandwiches of the
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Fern Terrace Gazette
VIRGO
.
operr-The brain-function-is it"it is indicated. People bread and cheese. Brush the
_ _
seAcinuarsitialt.ive..collItitimbinge,w.i.thrleefethe.
,
(
Aug.
24
to
Sept.
23)
_
gay disturbed
thinking nature of the Piscean__ -7*-J -Melvin R. Smith,
a.lew- Wal have a tendency: to butter generously over outer
1505Stserium View fltive
iW4L 2, Murray.
Your Intuition at a peak. A You are a true hta
moments to several hours. ulcers of the stomach and sides of sandwiches. Sprinkle
Murray, Kentucky
good
for
day
backing
your
and, developed on the highest
Such TIM are thought in small inteslibit and a his- _tile wheat germ over a sheet of
,••••
hunches with zestful, optimistic plane, can make a great con- .
semeeersefterbe due to an tory of ulcer-bleeding may wax paper. Dip both sides of
performance. Travel" and tribution, in one way or another,' 2-9-78 124
idler,/Owns Teppincrease in the stickiness find aspirin undesirable.
Adults
the sandwiches in the wheat
romance favored.
to the world at large: Excellent-•-, • -••
of blood platelets, which
Tests show that a stroke germ, pressing down lightly.
uriery 6
LIBRA
.
at research, you could succeed
A good home away from home is hard to find
are present in blood and was due to an obstruction Brown sandwiches on both ( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an' as a scientist, educator, writer
NEWMAN ADMISSION__
nowdayst Ever heard that remark, Maybe you
• play a- key role in its of-the blood vesselnleading sides in a hot electric skillet.
Influences indicate a wider or journalist. The outgoing side
• Baby.1loy Kelso.'(Mother-.
are notlooking in the light places.ltaVe you everscope of interests, possibly of your rulture, bestowed by
- clotting. This -excessive-- - to the brain. This -obstruc- Makes 4 servings.
Karen), Route 3, Murray,
greater activity. But take Aquarius, makes you an out
noticed Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium View
Baby
Boy
Greer (Motherprecautions not to overstep standing candidate for success
Drivel
Fern Terrace has everything you've been
Sarah), Route 4, Paris, Tn.
sensible boundaries.
in the entertainment field.
looking
for - a home of destinction for the
DISMISSALS
SCORPIO
Birthdate of: Copernicus,
Senior Citizen!
.
_ _ _
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) /'4
1 C
Mrs• lianc.)6-411..-Andurs,
astronomer; Lea
(1)Maid-ilia-aide
Routine matters may not go tor; Eddie Arcaro, jockey; - Route 1, Hain, Mrs. Rita A.
-7 days a week-244ws. •
as planned. A -lesser light'' Carson Mc-Cullers. writer.
a day.
Nall, Route 6, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
(2)Private roam With refrigerators and dinette
Betty .1. Hopkins, Boa 7,
e
available.
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
Kirksey,_ Mrs. Vcnita D.
(3) Nourishing meals served famly style for
Harris,Hardin, Miss Susan A.
HOWARD COI and JOHN SIMMONS, flYINERS
-13hgvielt-,' "8025 -Woods' Hill,
your enjoyment -Tate"cTining
ii
room.
MSU, Murray, Guy Cun(4)Game room with pool table, color T.V.
212 EAST MAIN ST.
PHONE 153-1586
ningham, 2002 qateborough,
(5)Physician on call 24 hrs. a day.
Frances Drake
Murray, Craig Hargrove, 224
(6) Individual medication dosage set up by a
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 20, 1978
Riviera Cts.: Murray, Mrs.registered pharmacist.
r
From no through March §, 1978, GE has reduced its prices in
What kind at ',day will
varylprigmounts on theselliected models, so you may ger big
loverned by Neptunerthus have. Mary E. .GarwootLROOte_ o,
..(7) Visiting,liours open for the convenience of
tomorrow be? To find out what • an intense love of f:seaand
Murray,
Marsha
your
family and friends.
the stars say, read the forecast
coujd succeed in almost any
Phillips, Hardin, Mrs. Mary
(8)Planned activities and entettainment
given for your birth Sign.
occupation which has a
E. Hosford, 1621 W. Olive,
(9)A lovely chapelfor your private meditation.
ARIES
maritime aspect.Intact.being_ Murray,
Mrs.
Ruth
ir,r4
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(10)ReligiOus services for AN denominations.
essintiallf artistic and inDa ughaday, 1400 -Vine,
Time now to get going with
tellectual iff your leanings, you
We want tO wish a Happy Birthday to: Lowell
Murray,
Pauline
Mrs.
C.
any new enterprise you've had
are far more likely to embrace
Copeland,
Margaret Hicks Valle Hall, Jule
in mind, but try a different
Riley, 1304 Elm, Benton,
a profession for a career than to
Kaplan,Bully Ledford, Lillie Moody,Marvin Smith,
approach than you've planned.
enter the commercial world,
James Burton Myers, Route 6,
Winnie °teary,Lois Wiliam&
It's a day when unconventional
with one exception - shipMurray, Ben A. Armstrong,
methods will pay off.
We want to welcome to our familr Mr. Van C
building. You are highly
LaCenter,
2,
Eula
Route
Mrs.
TAURUS
energetic, both mentally and
Cone,
Mr.John Perkins and Mr. Virgil Stewart
M. Robertson, 115 South 10th,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t$4ii?
physically, yet are an idealist at
Our sympathy to the family of Mrs. Mary
Murray,
James
Workman,
B.
Certain changes in your job
heart and a profound thinker.
Colson. Everyone enjoyed the dance that was
area may bring some anthision
Route 1, Sedalia.
You would make an outstanding
at first. Don't fret. Give
held at Fern Terrace Sat night. Mr. Eugene lark
philosopher, psychologist, sociyourself time to visualize the
ologist or educator; may also
provided the music and the resident's provided
possibilities and you'll be able
have•an absorbing interest in
the dancing.
to cope
ICE CREAM
the occult. You also have a
FOf information about Fern Terrace
GEMINI
Did
you know that slightly _
great affinity for the stage and
Contact
Mrs. LaVeme Tapp, adm. or Miss Bar(May 22 to June 21)
for music; could readily excel melted ice cream makes a
Your goal now should be to
Irvan,
bara
assL adm. any day from 9 to S. 7 days
in either line. Birthdate of
wonderful
sauce
for fruits?
capture the attention of those in
Sidney Poitier, actor; Gloria And, of course, that means an
a week. Call 753-7109 or just stop by for a visit
a position to further your aims, Vanderbilt, artist and socialite,
with us.
easy dessert!
so polish up your wares - and
Phil Esposito, hockey star
NO
,
your personality.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Your outlook similar to
• Handles BIG loads — or small ones in the
Taurus. Routine may be subject
exclusive lAni-Basket Tub that saves water
M111111111111[11
detergent and geminates hand-wash of delto quick changes. Someone in
cates and leftovers • 4 Wash-and-Spin-Speed
authority may be acting
Combinations • 4 Cycle Selections Normal,
erratically, but hold tight and
Permanent Press, Autornetic Soak & Mirxjust do the best you can.
Quick • Venable Water Level Setting
Extra Rinse Setting
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
wiessausiffu
You can now find a new way
Regular Price $399.95
to display your abilities and
talents, but don't try the road of
Less ''Red Tag" Discount
mixing business with pleasure.
$80
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) .
YOU PAY ONLY $31
kb NW WV4A-8420f4
Stick to the tried-and-true.
You can advance your status by
putting forth best efforts in your
own field. Not a good period for
starting new ventures.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Reach as far, high and wide
as your talentspermit. Excellent influences stimulate all
your skills and endeavors. Don't
press too hard, however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/4 .
Take the strategic approach
to all situations. And, in
discussions, be careful not to be
overly aggressive or too forceful.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) terlict
Take longer if necessary to go
Model GSD-21111Model ODE 7200N
over details: Better be sure
than sorry. The quantity of your
endeavors will not count as
much as their quality.
CAPRICORN
GE Quality-Built Automatic Sensor
GE Quality-Built, 3-Cycle Built-In
(Dec: 22 to Jan. 20) id
Control Dryer monitors temperature
Dishwasher. Normal, Short Wash,
Saturn influences generous
and automatically ends cycle
Soft
Food
Disposer.
You can make this day stand
5 Cycles, 4 drying selections. Perm
out by adding a touch of
Press Extra Care feature
originality to your work and
Regular Price $289.95
Regular Price $269.95
through more exhaustive study
of the fine points.
Less "Red Tag"
Less "Red Tag" $50
AQUARIUS
DISCOUNT $70
DISCOUNT
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Y_QI; may encounter a few
YOU PAY
YOU PAY
baffling situations: Remain
ONLY
$21995
ONLY
undisturbed,
neither
overanxious, nor careless.
Avoid excesses and extremes.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
A desire to reach beyond your
limitations could unhinge
No Exchanges
nerves and disposition, cause
No Refunds
All Sales Final
disruption of a smooth schedule.
Watch it!
YOU BORN TODAY are

------7-77--Mcgtagenjehi OfStrokes

)(kV

=A

COOKING
IS FUN

.n.-A-16 --Westin

7s3-net-

MURRAY APPLIANCE

• Your Individual
Horoscope

0
GE Great Annual

Red Tag Sale!
Save *80

2011

nor-

GE Quality-Built,
Multi-Speed Washer
with Mini-Basket Tub
and Filter-Flo® System

.12ti.

99,

SAVE$70

FinalSale

Ladies'
Fall And Winter Shoes

SAVE$50

Regardless of Original Price

$21995

Fast Dependable Service
Free Delivery
90 Days Same As Cash
Up to 14 Months to Pay

ms k

Jim'sShoe Outlet
South:tide Shopping Center

-
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Page
Opinion
10 Years Ago
University the end of the semester on
- A major downtown renovation and
Jan. 24. Granted were 24 Master's
remodeling contract has been led by
decrees and 239 Bachelor's degrees.
Pr. James C. Hart and the Swarm
Warrant Officer Candidate Nesbitt L.
r_state here in Murray to provide anew
sort of -Mr, and Mrs. Curn M.
Mathis,
This
Store.
Franklin
tome for the Ben
Mathis, completed a 16 weeks
'ill be the Gatlin Building at Fourth
helicopter pilot course at Fort Wolters,
Vid Main Streets.
Texas.
' Deaths reported include Lehman
Raters
Peal Nance and Mrs. W. Ed ("Maple)" , The Murray State University
beat the East Tennessee Buccaneers in
Glover.
Another record mid-yeareclass was a basketball game here to take the lead
in Ohio Valley Conference league.
graduated from Murray State

20 Nears Ago
George Hodge, Hugh E. Wilson, Sonny
'. All county schools are closed again
Crass, Jim Klapp, Harald Guthrie, Ed"
$oday, according to Buron Jeffery,
Fenton, Jack Davenport, Joe bick, Ben
-Superintendent- Of -Calloway County
Grogan, Tom Emerson, Robert
$chools.- Murray Training School is
Hopkins, Bob McDowell, and Harold
open, but tw8 bus routes were not made
Beaman.
due to the roads being covered with ice
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Richardson
and snow.
announce the engagement and ap- •
Deaths reported include Oury
preaching marriage of their daughter,
• Shackelford, age-60.
Sue Caroline, to Gene Bogard,-son of
. Fifteen members of the Murray
- Mr-and Mrs. Nomon.Bogard.- . - -4ayeees spread4.10z- gallons of
Births reported from Feb. 14 to 17 at
and
kitrooms
the
dining
hOurs
in
2v2
chen of the Murray Hospital. 'Jaycees the Murray Ifospital inClude a boy to
helping was Z. Enix, Bill Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Byers.

11FS Noe:
,--30-44
The Murray Livestock market
reported an increase today from what it
was last week at this time. Hogs have
increased $1.75 per one hundred pounds
and cattle are going up gradually,
Audrey Simmons of the livestock
company reported.
Floyd C. Arnold, seaman first class,
•USN,son of-loe-A.rnotd; is partitipaling in the amphibious training exercises'
being held oil the Southern California
Coast while serving with the 101st Navalt
Construction Battalion.

Ajina. Faye Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carmon Miller, and Tommye
D.'Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Toni Tay.lor, Were married Feb. 14.
Mrs. Lowry Parker, Mrs. Hubert
Farris, and Mrs. Norman Klapp attended ,Friendship Night of - Clara
Henrich Chapter of the Order of the
- Eastern Star at Paducah. - • June Foy was honored with a party on
her eight birthday on Feb. 16 by her
mother; Mrs. S. V.%Foy, at their home
• on Sycamore Street.

. 40 Years Ago
Forty__•Salloway County farmers, were Alton, Scarbrough, Paschall,
County Agent John T. Cochran; and Brandon, T. Turnbow, and Hicks.
-.4 crowd- estimated
1,500
Assistant Agent Kelly Croniwelr attended the seventh annual short course withnessed the "Womariliss Wedding"
held at the Western Kentucky 'at the Murray State College auditorium
Experiment Station, Princeton, on Feb. on Feb. 11. The program was sponsored
by the Delta Department of the Murray.
.16.
Deaths reported include Otis Tutt, Woman's Club.
Western Flyer bicycles are
age 55, George Byron Bingham, age 57,
Torn Jenkins, age 67, the infant Cohoon vertised at $24.95 each in the Western
twins, Lee Rowlett, age 72, E. J. Auto Store ad this week.
Members of the cast of junior play,
Anderson, age 76, Simmons Dunn, age
"Mary's Castle In The Air," to be
70, and Mrs. Mary Maddox, age 85.
The stock barn and corn crib along presented at Kirksey High School on
with hay and one cow were destroyed Feb. 26 include Kathleen Myers, Sue
by fire on the farm of Leibert Jones Marine,Rutherford Morgan,Joe Jones,
Imogene Dulaney, Robert Carlton,
near Lynn Grove on Feb. 12.
• Lynn Grove High School beat Hazel Aliese James, Mary Belle Pace, Harry
iligh School to become champions of Douglass, G. W. Edmonds, and Nora
the Calloway County Basketball Coleman.
Idaho potatoes, 100 pound bag, are
Tournament. Lynn Grove players were
Buiter, Williams, Hall, Parks, advertised at $1.39 in Kroger ad this
flaneline, and Kelly. Hazel players week.

a

'50 Years Ago.
.•
Colonel Charles Lindbergh in his
-ecent non-stop flight from Havana,
:,uba, to St. Louis, Mo., passed over
Calloway County on Feb. 13. He was
seen near Kirksey and north of Alrno.
•. Calloway Sheriff J. Robertson paid
off the last of the court house bonds last
.week with the last payment being
315,000. The bonds were issued in 191213 for $40,000.
Deaths reported this week include
Jack Anglen, age 74, Elizabeth
'Bagwell, age 20, Zula May Futrell,
• Shirley Hood, age four, John Ray, age
49, and E. P. Jones, age 22.
The board of Tax Supervisors of
.Calloway County is in session this week.
Members are Dee Houston, chairman,
Sam Killebrew,Keys Futrell, Jim Hart,
Jim Smitl Hardy Rogers, and Jahn
Dunn.

C. K. Whitehead, head of the journalism department at Murray State
Teachers College,- attended the third
annual convention of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association in
Lexington.
The Hazel Debate Team composed of
Louise James, Maurine-Scarbrough,
and Joseph Miller defeated the Murray
Team composed s:If Charles Spardlin,
Anabel Hurt, and Mary Margaret
Holland.
Almo beat Lynn Grove to become
champions of the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament at the
finals played last night at the Murray
State gymnasium.
Miss Celia Ann Hart and Mrs. Darwin
White have left for a vacation in El
Paso, Texas, Old Mexico, Los Angeles,
Calif., and Pauls Valley, Okla:

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb: 18, the 49th
day of 1978. There are 316 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1861, Jeffersory)avis
was sworn in as president of the Confederacy at Montgomery, Ala.
On this date:
In 1546, Martin Luther died.:
In 1564, Michelangelo died.
In 1685, La Salle, a French explorer,
established the first settlement in
Texas.
In 1915; in World War I, Gerrnay
began a submarine blockade of Britain.
In 1945, the World War II Battle of
Iwo Jima was beginning.
In.1965, the African nation of Gambia
became an independent nation within
the British Commonwealth.
Ten years ago: Communist forces
shelled military posts and cities
throughout South Vietnam in a coordinated attack despite appeals for a
llowdowil in the Vietnam War by U.N.
•
.Secretary-General U Thant.
Five years ago: Henry Kissinger

conferred four hours with Chinese
Premier Chou Erdal on the foirth day
of the U.S. envoy's visit to Peking
One year ago: British Foreign
Secretary Anthony Crosland died at the
age of 58.
Thought for today: No one can
disgrace us but ourselves - J. G.
Holland, American writer,1111-)88.1..
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be'
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number willnot be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible .
and should be on topics of general
_
interest.
ditors reserve the right to
condense of reject any letter .and
tunit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071. .

[MARTINE
/".3.0aseirw
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
qacriliaus and,solw problema-fast. If
you have a question or a problem not •-•
answered In them, _callunos, write.
11FA1ITLANE, 114.E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio r 45381. You wi11.
receive a, prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in ads edema, • HEARTLINE: I am 62 and I just
retired from my job.lam going to draw
my Social Security benefits along with
- my company's pension. When I retired
from my company, they took me off _
elr group hoipitalijzation so now I
have to purchase private insurance
• until it am eligible for Medicare. I
talked to one agent and he kept talking
about preexisting health , conditions.
Can you tell me what this has to do with
buying health insurance? M.K.
A. This provision is one of the least.'
understood yet one of the most
•
portant provisions Of a health insurance77
policy.A preexisting health condition is 7
a conffition Which you were treated for
prior to your policy being issued. Many
policies will not provide for health
conditions which before the pottcy went
into effect. In some policies, such
conditions are covered after a specific
. "I'm with you ail the way, Jimmy-!"
waiting period, such as a year after the
policy has been issued.
When applying for a policy, most
companies will. a•sit Questions about
your medical history. It is of the utmost
importance that you disclose full information on thsapplicetion about your -medical history-for example,injuries,
hospitalizations, or illnesses. If yowtai1 _
to include in the application any
preexisting health condition, the
company can deny your claim on the
that It can iiitiat effectively deal with basis'of misrepresentation or failure to
You can also obtain a free brochure
Kentucky Attorney General Robert
written complaints. If you have a disclose full information.
prepared by our office on "How to Use
F. Stephens invites you to a workshop
problem that you feel does
consumer
It is very common- for a policy to
the
Division
of
on "Hoi•V T6 Use' Thi-Sraall Claims
the Small Chains
not immediately merit legal action and contain a provision under which the
Court." Workshops are being conDistrict Court," from your local Circuit
you would like to attempt to resolve it, company may deny a claim or rescind
Court Clerk or by calling the toll-free
ducted throughout the state as part of
send your complaint to the Office coverage during- a specified period
then
consumer hotline to request a brochure.
an extensive educational effort on the
Attorney General, Consumer after policy issuance for reasons of •
the
of
mediate
to
continue
will
office
part of the Attorney General's ConOur
Division,209t.Clair Street, tnisrepresentatioN at the time_of ApProten
consumer complaints And has _found
- _
sumer Protection Division.
4110H. •
Kehlucky
Frankff?t,
plication. This period is generally two
These workshops are open to the
years. After that period, such a
public, consumers and businesses
It.John Ciyaniff
provision does not apply, The policy, in
alike, free of charge. The workshops
Wed. becomes incontestable and the
will explain the jurisdiction of the,
company must pay for your claim..
court; where and how to file a Claim and
For people who have problems unhow to prepare for your Small Claims
derstanding their health insurance,
• hearing.
Heartline has developed a book to help
The Small Claims Division of District
them. "Heartline's Guide to Health
Court, sometimes referred as a
Insurance" covers the major questions "Consumer Court," became effective
you will have concerning the purchase
the first of Jaralary.1978. This cowl cari
of health insurance. This 600k covers
be a valuable tool for consumers and
NEW YORK (AP)
That condition could create
Out of step
Medicate
supplements, disability insmall busin_essess in settling dispute-3-r"-because itiiiäiif in feet, as Well as problems. In any measurement there is
come
policies,
and regular health inin yards and miles, the United States is a tendency to round out the numbers.
$500 or. less efficiently and inexnow inching
strike that -- Thus the 1-inch U.S. bolt would.become surance policies. There is algal policy
pensively. The court was designed so
centimetering into conformity with "
.15.4 millimeters, a mismatch for the 25- checklist in this book which'.will help
-that consumers and' businesses'with
you in asking question to an insurance
eter French nut.
other countries.
unresolved complaints of $500 or less
agent
that calls on you.,, To order,aend
way,
the
themselves
the
old
insisted
on
d it
'The slow process is well under way.
could file a claim or defend
United States would not have had the $1.50 to Heardirre's Guide to Health
Soft drinks come in liter bottles and
with or without the assistance of an
thermometer readings in celsius as support of science. The foot, for Insurance, P.O. Box 11934, Chicago,
attorney. The cost of filing a claim
well as fahrenheit. By 1982; ,example, is derived from the human - Illinois 60611. This book is completely
includes a $10 filing fee plus mailing
Defendant
if
the
foot; the yard was a measurement of guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
fees
sheriffs
automobiles
may be metric, and road
costs and
delivery.
nosetip to handtip.
signs soon may follow.
cannot be served notice by mail. The
HEARTLINE: I was at my doctor's
procedures used in the court are simple
The metric system is more consistent
No, it isn't going to go away folks.
office last week and they had a
and relaxed.
"Slowly but surely" it is proceeding, and, it is said, scientific. It is a fraction
newsletter from the National
of the world's circumference; it uses
says Malcolm O'Hagan, president of
Sixteen workshops are planned
Association of Older Americans. They
the decimal scale, enabling
the American National Metric Counthroughout " the state in- various
had some interesting features in it. I
calculations to made simply by moving
cil."All the major industries have
locations. Check your local newspaper
would like to get in touch with this
the decimal point.
plans."
for an announcement of the date and
And so in December 1975 the United organization, but I did not write their
Most countries already are at least
location of the workshop in your area,
partially metric, and the holdouts, States passed -the Metric Conversion' address down. Do you knew anything
or contact the Attorney General's
Actrovineit-ealied-for the creation of a about this group? R
Yemen and Brunei,are mere grams on
Consumer Protection Division by
A. The National Association-of Older
Metric Conversion Board,
17-member
hotline
the map. The United States, powerful
calling the toll-free consumer.
Americans (NAOA) is a new
to guide the voluntary transition and
though it is, was outnumbered.
number which is 1-800-372-2960.
...
organization just ending its first year of
educate the public.
existence. The purpose of NAOA is id
Even before then, the varioui inaid older Americans in as many ways
dustries affected had created the
as possible.
Metric Council, now made up of more
The NAOA organization offers one of
than 300 trade and technical
the
most informative and entertaining
companies.
500
associations and nearly
Meeting in Atlanta next April 2 newsletters available to senior citizens.
Subjects range from consumer
through April 5, the council expects to
protection ideas to coverage of all
publicly present proposed conversion
plans for the construction, food, textile, governmental retirement programs.
They have a
prescription-drug
chemical, metals, aerospace and
Dear Editor:
Carter Administration has submitted
program
that
offers
substantial
savings
industries.
automotive
After years of negotiations sponsored
the
Senate.
the treaties only to
Some industries are already well and they offer a very competitive
by Democratic and Republican
Congress consists of the House of
advanced. Wines and liquors, for Medicare supplement health insurance
American presidents, elected and
Representatives and the senate.
example, will be fully converted by policy.
unelected Panamanian leaders, the
Third, the US owns the canal. Mr.
For free information explaining
Jan. r, 1879, and one consequence is to
Panama Canal treaties will be voted on
Carter would have Americans believe
NAOA,
write to Heartline-NAOA, 114 E.
reduce the number of sizes from 16 to 7.
early next month by the United Star
that US doillirt) own it and Only rents it.
This, some critics maintain, is a Dayton St., West Ahrandria, Ohio 45381.
Senate.
But the Panamanian government
reduction in the number of consumer Please enclose one 13 cent stamp with
The treaties would give Panama's
granted to the US complete and exoptions, but metric supporters react by your request.
dictator, Brig. Gen. Torrijos, full
clusive sovereignty in perpetuity over
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and
claiming the fewer sizes will permit
control of the canal in the year 2000 and
the territory of the Canal Zone.
consumers to better understand just widow. I am drawing my Social
guarantee its neutrality.
Fourth, the ratification of the treaties
Security benefits. I also work part time
Two important amendments have will be very costly for the American
how much they are buying.
Simplification, in fact, is perhaps one and I made $1800 in wages during 1977.
been proposed, that would assure
consumer. Mr. Carter alleges that the
America's perpetual right to send
of the greatest benefits foreseen for the Will I have to file an income tax return
treaties* will not cost Americans
with the IRS? J.C.
changeover.
troops and for US warships to move to
anything.
A. la your case, no, if your gross
"The number of sizes tends to
the head of the line in case of an
But Sol Linowitz, a Panama Canal
income
from wages, interest, or
proliferate over the years, to get into
emergency.
treaty negotiator, has admitted that
dividends was less than$3700 during
O'Hagan
stay
there,"
inventories
and
for
the
canal
will
go
up
25-30
tolls
The arguments against the treaties
obsei'ves. Many industries, he main- 1977, then you would not have to file an
perCent if the treaties are ratified. And
vastly outweigh the arguments for the
tains,
will now be able to greatly reduce IRS tax return. However, if you are due
they
will
Comptroller
Gen.
Staats
says
treaties. Why should the treaties not be
a refund on the taxes paid then 'you
inventories
of odd sizes.
cost the US Treasury,i.e., US taxpayer,
• 1.
ratified?
must file a return to receive these. This
year.
million
a
$20
First, the Panama Canal is militarily
$3700
figure is just for single people who
And fifth, giving away the canal is
1
vital to the US,says Thomas W. Moore,
th,
were 65 or older during 1977.
appeasement.
But
Mr.
Carter
says
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
formef-US cheif of naval operations and
ratification of the treaties wili be a
chairman.of the joNit chief of staff.
demostration of US goodwill toward
Walter L. Appbrson
Publisher
Howeyer, the current joint chiefs
R.Gene McCutcheon
Editor
Latin America, in general, and
chairman, Air Force Gen. George S.
The - Murray Ledger & - Tbnes is published"lesus saith unto them, Verily I say
Panama,in particular.
every afternoonexcept Sundays, July 4, ChristBrown, supports the treaties,
. mas Day,?few Year's Dsy and Thanksgiving by
you, That the publicans and the
unto
upset
Carter
has
been
badly
But
Mr:
ratification proponents point out.
Murray Newspapers. Inc., 100 N. 4th St.,
go into the kingdom of God
harlots
Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
by dictator Torrijos' warning that
Murray,Kf.42/71.
before you." Matthew 21:31
- But Gen. Brown remembers that the
military force may very well be used to
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Spiritual snobbery, an express-ion of
last high-ranking US military officer to
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
take the canal if the treaties are not
has kept many a
self-righteooness
Benton,
Harto
County
and
Calloway
mail
in
By
publicly disagree with President
ratified. The US military is fully
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
the kingdom of God
person
-from
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $17.50 Per
Jimmy Carter, who is the commander
capable of defending the canal.
year.,By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per..
- irrcheif ef the US-inilitary, was severely
A vote for ratification of the treaties'
year.
Isn't It
reprimanded for his disagreement with
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
is a vote against a strong, proud,
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Mr. Carter. The vast majority of
constitutional America.
Assoelition.
retired military leaders opposes the • Craig S. Bell Chairman, Murray State
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
I cannot believe there is a place in
local news originated by The Murray
republish
University "
• treaties.
Ledger & Timesas'well as all other APnein.
Heaven for a tax iollector. You get to
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
'Second,the canal treaties are against College,Republicans
be an angel only if your heart is ptwe as
Business Office ..... '. ...... . . . . .. ..753-191.,
the US Constitution. Article IV,Section
753-1916
Advertising
Classified
the driven snow. As--everybody knows,
753-1919
Retail(Display) Advertising
3, clause 2 states that the Congress of David L. Walker
the tax collector has no hest at all and
753-1916
Circulation
the US has the power to dispose of all Chairman, NTS11, .Student Against
753-1919
News and Sports Dept
If the snow were still around at tax time
/
N••
US territory and property. But the Ratification
he;ould tartit.
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THE INTERBANK CARP

Central Shopping Center-9-9 110n.-Sat., 1-6 Sun.

JUST SAY
"CHARGE IT"

Prices Good Sunday lk Monday

One
Table
Ladies

MARCHING
MICKEY

. Hi,
-..
-3
.. some T. am
1....2ii.ra,•
a:
COD
in .rlita
-- 7
.
„,"
,
s
e 4, mi,- .
1001:3 CT
131:10000
" .' liak
clCicl. 13000 F::

Watch Mickey come to life
,en you squeeze hts hands 174 animated figure
needs no batteries he runs
on love.
_

1

.1! i
!
l
i
I
ill1114

Iac'ki'

lri Ii111 1
1Va

6.11 .00

DANCING
DONALD

•
•••••••

Assorted Styles, colors, etc.

LAUNDRY

Valves to 11.111I

BASKETS

REDUCED TO

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE —

clattY haat stop,...out and
dance Donald measures
17' high and he runs on
love No batteries required

/47

Nog.

EACH

$722

Choose round 1-bushel basket, rectangular
1.4.bushel basket or oval 1.1-bushel basket.
AN of sturdy,lightweight • 6c.
CONCENTRATED

v

Ir

ALL®
Concentrated
Detergent

•)

STAYFREE
MINI-PADS

LUX®
DISH
LIQUID

66-

oETERc

LEACH
BOR
BRIGHTENERS

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

$1

Feb. 19120

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

BOX

Concentrated All* with
bleach, borax and brightenera for cleaner,fresher wash
49-oz.(net wt.) box.

REG. 2.77

Absorbent, beltless pads
for light days. Wide selfadhesive strip keeps them
in place. Box of 48.

Lux - the dishwashing liquid
that's easy on your hands.
and gets your dishes
sparkling clean. 32-fl. oz.

41
,

DELTA
FACIAL TISSUE
Golden Flame
Or
Sterno Logs

BABY
HEARTBEAT
Listen to her heartbeat, she
sounds like she's really alive
13" tall Stethoscope included

Reg. 12.91

Reg. To $6.67 Box

One Table
Boys

SHIRTS
Assorted styles,
colors and siZes
Reg. up to$4.99

$

29.9

$622

$
000
&

One Table
lion's

Ladies
REG. 2/93t

;rags
Assorted pattern
and sizes
Reg.$7.1111Pair

Coats
100% Nylon
Tafeta
Lining
819.88

922Was

$722

$

bah
11/

Pak

Coronet Delta tissues in easy
dispense box. Box contains
150 soft, absorbent tissues
for al your facial needs.

Only 12to sell

Clearance
(
'"f'
Sale On

Materials
Assorted Cloths
Colors and kinds
Reduced to
As Low As

2 yards

$1

Great Value

Check All
Departments For
FINAL MARKDOWNS
On all Fall and Winter merchandise.
Drastic markdowns in material,fashionsGirls, womens,boys and men's wear.

CB Conversion Wits
Convert your mobile to base. Kit includes: DC Power converter, heavy du
connectors,fool proof quick disconnect
DC power plug all hardware, qual
ground plane antenna.
Reg.'39.99

$1922

•

oW-

-

One Table

Lamps
Assorted Styles

- Reduced

50/0
Regular

Off

Assorted

Seamed
Sheets
Assorted Sizes,
colors,stripes
solids,prints
Reg.$2.99

$122

Aunt Lydia

Assortment Of

Assortment Of

Hard Paper
Back Back
Books
Titles Books

Rug
Ygn
3
2 f.$1 5
Assorted
Good Values

f"$1

Values to tfie and $1.25

for $

DISPOSABLE
BUTANE LIGHTER

2
o
R
88.
464c

SAVE

REG.67t EACH

Butane tighter with thousands of
lights. Features safety valve and
visable fuel display. Many colors
to choose from.

was -Perry's - most-consistent
By KEVIN PENICK
Ledger & Times Sports Writer game of the year according to
halftime
Things were hot in the Coach Miller. At
MtuTay was leading 37-28.
"Roughrider's Corral" dut
Symsonia's slump in, the
Symsonia High School Friday
quarter cquld be atnight as the Roughriders second
to 6-3 senior forward
tributed
hosted the Murray High
was the high
Tigers -Murray -eased—by- -- Tim Allred who
the
Scorer
in
ceptest
with n
• Syrtisonia - 6342 in the final
points. Allred scored only five
seconds of aCtion.
Earlier
It may,have been warm in points in the period.
in the season Allred scored 47
the gymnasium, but, it
against Lone Oak;
snowing outside as Murray points
Symsonia managed
however,
fans discovered when they left
one 92-76.
for home. Syrnsonia's warm to lose that
came back
Roughriders
The
...
resepllon was net ,.enotight ter
refreshed and ready kir -the
melt the snow.
quarter as Allred
The Roughriders got off to a third
and the
fast start and had the Tigers chiminated the boards
caught up
Symsonia
scoring.
down by the three points until
with Murray. about halfway
late in the_first quarter. The
through
the quarter.* The one
Murray team put forth a lead
swaped sides so
point
united effort and shot ahead to
nearly wore
the end the quarter at 18-15. many times in
Mike Jones
out.
Roughrider
"I think that the fans got
to give
their money's worth tonight." hit a 'free throw
a
two
pRint
lead, at
Symsonia,
- said Murray coach Cary'
Millet'. "It's hard to come here 45-43, with '2:03 left int the
and win, but we thought we quarter. Gilliam scored from
to tie the score at
could take it to them and we underneath
ali.
,
did."
"Jpnes
went
to
the
charity
The trip may have * Cost*
some Murray fans more than strip for Symsonia and
k
it did others since a number of recaptured the two point lead.
them had to be pulled out of. Gilliam scored on a 10-foot
ALL-REGION candidate Frank Gilliam (52) goes liar a twojust
ditches. The treacherous jumper from the left side
pointer while Mike low (51) watches. Gilliam hal 24 points
end
to
as
the
buzzer
sounded
roads made the return tile a
for the Tigers in their victory.
had*
4747.
the
quarter-as
(Staff PMt
hazardeus one.
a---real fine
has
-Symsonia
Murray steadily pulled
very- consistent play." he game.,
ahead in the second quarter as ball club, but we felt like we added.
The ball was put into play
they were led in scoring by could win if we could hold
The last quarter was enough and Ed Harcort of Murray
McManus
and
Allred
down.'
4
senior guard Frank Gilliam
to flake any man's hair turn was fouled with only
with! 24 Izoints and 'forward said Coach Miller."We putout white, fortunately Moach secoiids left In the game. He
effort
and
had
a
determined
Willie Per-ref-with -16-WAS& It
'Miller- Is hattirally blond went -tn -the line ins harms
anyway apd the, effects were 'Situation and missed the first
- shot. Symsonia grabbed the
pa so noticable.
ball and made a futile effort to
back
score
see-sawed
The
and forth right down to the last score before the final buzzer
. forty-five seconds..of play sounded with. the.. Tiger
When the Riders were.leading leading at 6342.
• Murray_ was outrebounded
at 62-61.
Murray's Jeff Kursave was 37-36. The Tigers hit 26 of 52.
fouled under the opponents's attempted field goals While
basket and he went to the free the Roughrideri'hit 26' of
throw lioe in a bonus situation. The real difference was in the He sunk the first shot to tie the free throw shooting. Murray
score and proceeded to sink hit 11 of 17 and Symsonia hit 10
the second one to give Murray of 20.
Murray is now 9-9. They
the narrow margin at 63-62
with 44 seconds left in the face Ballard Memorial away •
Tuesday night.

Looks
That
Play To Win

TIGER SENIOR Willie Perri one of his best games of the
season as the hit for 16 points in the wia at Symsonia. Defending is David Long (41) while Greg Ramage (25) watches in the
background.

with
At last! Fashion's come
wckirobe
sportsman's
a real
n't
for real sportsmen! You
have to search for your
kind" of tennis and golf
wear ... they're right here
in our sport collection,
along with looks for your
other favorite sport
... relaxing! See!

IN FOR TWO — Howard Boone (41) of the Tigers powers inside to score over Tim Allred (45) of Symsonia. Watching Frank
Gilliam (52).

•Glass-lined
•Fast Recovery
•Automatic Safety
Thermostat
•Quality Built for Years
of Trouble-Free Service

Over 200 in stock ready for immediate
delivery, Size 6-gollon to 120 gallon Round- table top- trailer heaters - electric
and gas.

Why so Many Sizes & Types???
"We Want Your Business!"

•

yisThe Associated Press
GOLF
ANGELES — Dr. Gil
Morgan maintained his lead
after the second round of the
Glen Campbell-Los Angeles
Open by firing a Vunder-par
69 for a 135 total.
Jack Nicklaus, winner of 16
major championships, rotted
his game with four birdies on
the final ninaor a 66 and a 138
total at the midway point of
the 72-hole tournament.
MANILA — Kuo Chie-Hsiun
of Taiwan fired a recordbreaking 8-under-par 64 and
took a 4-stroke lead after 36
holes in the Phillipine Open.
In second place at 139 were
Simon Owen of New Zealand,
who fired a 69, and another
Taiwanese, Lu Liang-Huan,
.
whelautoround of 71. _

\t

AUTO RACING
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
The first of two 125-mile
qualifying races for Sunday's
Daytona 500 ended as it began, _
under a Caution flag, with A.J.
Foyt getting credit for the
victory.
Foyt led David Pearson,
Donnie Allison, Cale Yarborough and Bill Elliott across
the finish line at 80 miles per
hour after the caution flag
came out on the 99th of 50 laps
because of a minor tangle
among the backmarkers.
Darrell Waltrip closed the
door on Richard Petty and
Benny Parsons on the final
lap, and took a ear-length
victory in the second of the
- 125-mile races.
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Junior High
standing game, making Jost showing but the Pilots were
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Times Sports Editor
cal
or w
contest which Zipped by seconds left.
Clayton Hargrove and
perhaps quicker than any
Marianne Davis were pleased
However, nine seconds
girls' game this season.
Friday night but only one
later, Ralph Akers came up
Rose Ross finished with 11 with a steal and the Pilots
came out a winner.
points Yor the Lakers while again had the ball.
Hargrove's
Calloway
Imes added 10 and Felicia
County boy's team held on for
"That's where I made my
Pinner nine.
a 55-53 win over an extremely
big mistake," Pilot coach
"We had an excellent Steve Coulson said. "I should
talented Fulton County while
defensive game and kept have called a timeout there."
Davis' girls' team fell short in
ourselves in control as far as
one of their best efforts of the
However, the Pilots did get
the foul situation goes," Laker off a good shot,as Akers put
season, losing 43-41 to the
coach Marianne Davis said. one up from seven feet out on
Lady Pilots.
Due to the weather, a very-- ',We did a good job in denying the right corner but the -ball
small and a very quiet croWtt—aadge the httiku-she added, -Thorned off and LM-Lakers
Sledge scored 34in the upset of rebounded- as the horn
was on hand and though both
games were very close in the-- Lowes.
-sounded.
—
We really had some good
final seconds, it seemed
Sitting Holder out for the
efforts. Kim Willie came in rest of the game may have
nobody was ever excited.
and had some good rebounds cost Fulton County the win but
Fulton County had planned
for us and played fine Coulson wasn't too worried
to send its cheerleaders along
defenisve ball and Melissa about it.
with a pep band and students
.
Miller also played very well
the bus turned around and
"We've had problems with
and was going in on a sprained some of the kids losing their
headed back to Hickman after
ankle. Stephanie Wyatt and heads. Datvell just- 4ot-the snow started falling.
Pinner really played heads-up discouraged
. because he
ball inside and we also had wasn't doing well and I felt he
GIRLS'GAME
fine play out of Ross, lines and needed a lesson.
Fulton County came into the
We don't have any attitude
contest on the heels of a 57-55 Mimi Winchester attiselitdrd
overtime win against top- Posluons.
problems. It's just these kids
"Our team is beginning to have bern used to running and
rated Lowes this past
jell. We played with our heads
- Ricky Garland jacks IR hvo-pointer. The
Tuesday. .
and thatit fine If the
leak, wigwam started in place of Ready McCollOn ond come
"Our girls were very, very tonight and not 6ur emotions," shots are dropping. But Ifthey
tired," Pilot coach Richard Davis added. The Laker girls aren't, then you have to settle
thr
.Migked*d fime awe for the takers.
Henson said. "Since last week-- .-are now 12-6 and will play at down and play pattern ball,"we've played five games and Lone Oak in the regular Coulson added-three nights in a row. And season finale next Thursday.
Calloway's depthwatia.big.
Fulton Coulity, now 404-, is -lierin the win. —
we've beaten the top four
teams in the region during scheduled. to play Hickman
"Darnell really-played well
County tonight.
and I felt Lockhart played his
that span," he added.
,Fulton County was in
best ball of the season in the
control of the game and had a
first half," Hargrove said.
BOYS'GAME
-..-7:-.AMOlead-midway though the _ The Laker boys:fawn-An "%wolinit-Stiorkimi.:#49:4114:
• second period before high- command until the final very well in filling in the void
scoring Donna Sledge and minutes when the Pilots made of McCallon's absence.
teammate Myra Marney got a game of
'We'didn't play a perfect
in foul trouble as each girl had
In the ftrat- half, canowiy- gaMebut We beat a good ball
three personals.
96f. its finest all- club and we're glad to get the
got some'
----Y---Arolaid-play
of the season
Hensce went into
game and It wound up 23-15 at 6_3 forward Jimmy Lamb . "Another key wasour inside
. intermission. "If we had been making some super moves to Play. We outrebounded teem
shooting well,
by a pretty good margin and
we wouldn't the basket and 6-4 senior
- have went into the four-corner
Mare D
11 also Daryl Bushrod along with
WebTasi
we luit weren't Igt-Ift• • coming up with some Lamb did a_gnod Job_ in conArid of course, if we're not sparkling play around the trolling
the
boards,"
outside,
Sledge
from
Hargrove
hitting
added.
COLOR
bucket.
•On Any 20 Exposure
has a tougher time scoring
The Laker boys will take an
Callointy-was without..-the
oevetoescsafaWititipeople tend to drop services -of senior guard 11-7 record into tonight's
because
rsC
i; r8titnoit:P1-14rtiev
off our guards," Henson ad- Randy McCallon who has been scheduled garne at Livingston
ded. Sledge did end up with a ailing with a viraYsinfection Central while the Pilots take
game-high 15 points.
but will play Tuesday when an 11,-6 record into tonight's
Her rebound basket with the Lakers host Reidlarid.
game with district foe Hick5:23 left in the game left the
Fulton County played the man County.
Lady Pilots with a 39-31 lead final foiir minuted of the first
PRIM COUNTY 4421.1
but the Lakers roared back half and the entire second half
fg ft pf 4p
and with 1:02 left, trailed just without silk-smooth Darvell Alexander
1 3 0 5
4 2 3 10
Sharp..
canned
Imes
after
Susie
43-39
/
2 swingman who Sledgey
Holder, a 641
6
3 4 15
arne . : ...
1 1 4 3
a 20-footer. The Lakers did was removed after being M
14 Ot I ROM ANY SUM OR COLOR NEGATIVE
2 0 2 4
Hendrix
manage to trizri. the final called for a technical foul.
44141W 1/AOT.1 ENLARCMENT1 PER COUPON
0 0 1 0
M
Malone
-41/ i0
margin to a baskefas Imes hit
2 2 1 6
orlanan
Calloway led 23-16 when S.Totals
16 11 15 43
from 20 feet with eight seconds Holder made his exit. At
CALLOWAT COUNT/(ALS
fg ft pf If
left but Calloway could get no halftime, the Lakers led 31-22
SO 311
Imes
closer.
but the Pilots began chipping Pinne
1 1 4 1
exciting
It did get just a bit
1 0 1 2
away at the lead and trailed Willie
2 V 3 4—
though as Fulton County was just 43-38 after three periods of Wyatt
1554
Winchester
called for walking with one play.
Miller . . . . . .....--. 11 1 0 1
6--4---11---IIRoes .............
20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
NO 4 E XPOSURE
second left. The Lakers called
came
County
twice
Fulton
19 3 X 411
Totals
Super II co. love).s iwww.
two timeouts and threw the with two points down the
11 12 14 6-43
ball in but a desperation shot stretch. The Pilots trailed 49- Fulton Co.
5 10 14 12-41
Calloway
.01111 k:
by lines fell far short of the 47 with 3:25 left but Gene
goal.
Lockhart powered inside for a
'ta tt if Ill?
8 0 1 ei
Calloway played an out- basket and Lamb drove the McKnubey
,
2 0 1 4
Holder
baseline for two and the Akers
6 2 1 14
3 3 9.
......
I
..
Lakers upped the lead td 5S:47
BOWLING
5 0 2 10
WE8ilicaarre:
with
2:04
left
to
Pay.
Totals
NEW ORLEANS - Pete
28 5 8 83
CM1411111PEW el/X
Leading 55-49 with 1:47 left,
Couture overcame an 11-pin
. fi fl P11 tP
a
quite
received
the
Lakers
6
1 3 13
deficit and overtook Day
6 0 0 12
Davis in the next-to-last game, scare as the Pilots scored four GC8larleodve
5 0 2 10
r
3 0 4 6
grabbing the lead afer five points in a 24-second span and LimsBunilb
4 2 1 10
Lockhart.
missed
Lockhart
it
was
55-53.
rounds of the $100,000 Golden
2 0 0 4
Darnell
he
when
a
it
chance
to
ice
X
3 10 *
Totals
professional
Challenge
the
of
end
missed
the
front
torunament.
bowling
Center
Fulton Co.
6 16 16
Bel-Air Shopping
14 17 12
Couture averaged better bonus with 43 seconds left Calloway
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
than 226 for eight games and
1-6 Sun.
took a 19-pin lead into the final

ANOMIE! REBOUND is taken down by Donne Sledge of the
Pilots while Melissa Minor (30) end Stephanie Wyatt (32) have
their arms outstreteched. Sledge had 13 rebounds and 15 points(stun Pbetis by /Alkileashdes0

AT SOL-141W EST
Eighth tirade Girls
North
57 2 9-23
Southwest
8 3 12 8--31
Northi23)-LaInbl2,Hoka
bla
5 Crick 4 Garner 2
and Todd. The Nord) girls are
24 and will play next Thursday at East in the season
finale.
Southwest (31) - Coles 10,
Murdock 5, Anderson 5,
Cothran 4, Miller 4 and
Barrow 3. The Southwest girls
are 4-3 and will end regular
season play Tuesday at East.
Eighth Grade Boys__
8 11 10
North
Southwest 8 4 .L 46-31
North (351
-Lovett 14, Workman 6, Jon
-ifi-5-,- Darnell
6, Wells 2 and Starks 2. The
North boys are 1-7 and will end
regular season play Thursday
at East.
Southwest (37) - R.
Sheridan 11, Key 9, Miller 8,
Tipton 3„ Butterworth 4 and
Carraway 2. The Southwest
boys are 4-3 and-wilI end
regular season phiy Tneethw
at East.

"We do more
than just fill out
tax 10
We
can help save
you money."

SPECIALS

Henry W Block

People dosil-corne to;MR Kock just to have their tax
forms filled out. They come
becauie Block can help them
save money. Ahkg for every st deduction and credit.
That's Reason No. 1 why

snazsimmirzirsamaisti—

"'

I

On Arcadia St.

ROIL

5x7COLOR,
Enlargcmcnt

round.

1534204
FEL1CIAN PINNER Boss up for on easy two points inside as
she scoots past Myra Mornoy (20) and Donna Sledge. Pinner
scored nine points for the Laker girls.

OFFICE HOURS:
9 am to6 pm Weekdays
tam to 5 prn Sat

WE'VE GOT IT!

••.•••••••••••'RCA:•••••••••••.

• SelectaVision •
•••.

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
••••••ea

Hooks up easily to any TV—records
up to four hours on one cassette.

BOAT SNOW
Feb. 16th thru Feb. 19
West Ky. Livestock
& Exposition Center

Records a program as you
watch it-even has remote
pause control.

Records a program on one
channel while you watch
another channel

Records a program while
you:re asleep or away-With
built-in clock/timer. ,

You.carrevert make your own
home TV shows-with optional.
black & White video camera.

Co-Sponsors: Nappy Holiday Travel, Inc.
and Murray State University
The Most Complete Boat Show Ever Presented In This Area.

CANOES-FISHING BOATS-SKI BOATS- PONTOON BOATS-CRUISFRS &
HOUSE BOATS

pliEE

ADMISSION
DON'T MISS IT —
First Class Family Boat Show!

Thursday, Feb. 16
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Boat Show-4:00 p.m.
Jack Stolcup
His Orchestro-7:00 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 18
(10 a.m.-10 p.m.)
Wandi The Magician
2:30 p.m.
Country Trend-4:00 p.m.
Smith Brothers - 6:30 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 17
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Kentucky
Jones
6:30 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 19
(1 p.m.-6 p.m.)
The King's Sons
.
2:30 p.m.

COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION
_,..magoomaim22-12

SUPER MOVE - Jimmy lamb (41) of the Laker: drives the
baseline and is preparing to switch the baN from his lift hand
to his right hand. He mode the basket but charged Ricky Duncan (34) of the Pilots.
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Racers Second In
°VC Track Meet

In other events, Jerry Odlin,
mile-relay with a 50.8 quarter
candidate for Freshstrong
a
followed
then Dave Rafferty
Year honors, was
the
of
man
with a 50.5, Dave Warren a
if Murray State University 49.9 and Pat Chimes anchored second in the two-mile run
with an 8:51.6 while in the
would come up with an indoor in 48.9.
Brewer set a
track facility someday, the
"I couldn't have asked any mile, Martyn
future of the track program more out of them. They were new school indoor record with
extremely close
would be unlimited.
all dead Pred and had given a 4:06.6 in an
With no indoor facilities at everything they had earlier in race.
Ray Flynn of East Tenall, and in particular field the middle distance races.
events people are hurt, the There just wasn't enough time nessee won the mile with a
Racers finished an impressive between events for them to get 4:04.8.
Marshall Crawley came up
second Friday night in the the rest they needed," Murray
a mild suprise Thursday
with
said.
Cornell
InConference
Ohio Valley
coach Bill
for the
-- -door Championships at East
"But they went out and gave when he qualified
last
then
600
the
of
fineals
Tennesse State University.
everything they had and even
Airkin Peay won the team more.'I'm quite proud of oar night, cad* through with"
'title with 14 points .while. entireteam and especially the good 1:14.1 performance for
Murray State was second with courage the mile-relay team fifth place and two points.
Keith Forton finished sixth
91 and East Tennessee barely displayed," Cornell added.
the pole vault ,with a
in
they
as
third
^ Managed to take
Murray's best performance
had 83 points to nip Western was the 1,000-yard run where clearance of 14-0. Actually, the
Kentucky and Middle Ten- the Racers Swept the. first pole vault competition was
2 three places to rack Up '24 just winding up after the mile/
nessee, both of whom had 821
relay had ended but Austin
points. Morehead had 46, points in the event.
Eastern Kentucky 25. and , Sophomore Dave Warren Peay's .man earned a third
Tennes_see Tech 11 to, _round -led the crew of Englishmen and beat out two others on
otherwise
- out the field.
across as-be-bit the tape in fewer misses,.
Murray lost in the chain- 2:12.& white - Dave Rafferty Murray could have still won
pionship by a matter of inches. was second in - 1:12.8 and the title.
„Also earning first place
It came down to the mile- Martyn Brewer third in 2:12.9.
meet for Murray
—finiiin.the
an
iield
Atistin,Peay
relay-and
- Murray -had-- two
88-87 lead. Murray had to beat
Pat Chimes took first in the Axel Leitmayr who on
Austin peay by one place in 880-yard run with a 1:55.3 Thursday in the first night
the mile-relay to win the team
while Mitch Johnston was action, set a new league mark
by soaring 7-2 in the high
title.
third in 1:56.4.
But, all four members of the
The Racers two-mile relay jurhp:
Murray . will have several
mite-relayteam had littlOkest team came up with a new Ohio
as they had finished third and
Valley Conference record as athletes making the trip to
Murray fourth. Both teams they finished in first with a Detroit next month for the
NCAA Indoor Championships.
.„ had ldentical times of 3:20.2. 7:37.5 clocking.
That gave The Peay six points
Keith O'Meally, a freshman
in _ale event and Murray from.England, led tiff with a
gained foie.
1:56 then -.Mitch Johnston
Six places were awarded for followed with a 1:53.3. Dave'
each event with scoring on a
Warren ran the third leg in
- •.10-8-6-4-2 1 system. --1:54.8 while Pat Chimes anMitch Johnston led off the chored in 1:53.2. ,
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

.10

LEGAL NOTICE
.04

With the secon-place finish,
the Racers earn seven points
for the All-Sports Trophy
race. Also, the cross country
team finished second in the
league to add seven more
points so the two programs
have given Murray 14 points
toward the trophy.
The outdoor championships,
which will be held in May, will
be worth a lot more as scoring
for the All-Sports Trophy in
that meet is on a 16-14-12-10-8_6-4-2 basis.
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Three Youths To
Represent Area
Three youngsters from the
local area will be par.,
ticipating in the Kentucky!
West Virginia district competition in Lexington today at
the Tri-Star Basketball Skills
Tournament.
The three earned the tripliy- winning their age divisions
last week ,in zone play at
Cadiz.
David Randolph,**Went
at Murray Middle, won first
place in the 11-year-old boys'
group while Cindy Anderson,a
Southwest student, won first in
the same age group for girls.
Melinda Butterworth, a 10year-old at Southwest, won
her age division also.
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- The Land Bank

t_
-

'There is a COntinpity in American agriculture. A continuity of people and land
arid purpose. One generation working
hand-in-hand with the next generOon,
passing along,a love for the laxid.and,a
-respect for living things. For mime than
60 years. through several generations
of farm families. the Land Bank has
provided long-term financing to help
make that continuity possible.
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DEADEYE — Glen Olive had a fin;-Xooting night for the
takers. Here, he goes up in the lane for two of his 13 points
Galloway defeated Fulton County 55-53.

111G.SELLER SALE
WE'VE REDUCED OUR MOST POPULAR HOTPOINT QUALITY APPLIANCES TO MAKE
FOR ONE GIGANTIC SALE! BIG SAVINGS...COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS!

Sale Starts Mon., Feb.20

--

Featuring Our

REFRIGERATOR
• CLOSE-OUT!

11+Crt_p-Cri-ra-tE 15.71 Cu. ft. no-frost refrigeratorfreezer 0 3 Adjustable cantilever
shelves 0 power-Saver switch 0
Meat pan 0 Rolls-out on wheers.
Model -CTFI6EV

LEGAL NOTICE OF A HIGHWAY DESIGN HEARING
CONCERNING THE PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
ON 12TH STREET (US 641)IN MURRAY
A Highway Design Public Hearing is scheduled for Wednesday, March 22, 1978 at 7:00 P.M., prevailing local time, at the
Special Education Auditorium, 16th Street, in Murray, Kentucky. The purpose of the hearing is to afford all interested or
affected persons an opportunity to become informed about the proposed highway project which will involve the improvement of a section of US641 through Murray.
All persons interested in this project are invited to attend and express their ideas relative to the social, economic and environmental effects the project as planned will have upon individuals and business organizations in the area and the community.
The proposed project would begin at Sycamore Street and extend ,North along US 641 12th Street)to the intersection
with Utterback Road,&distance of 2.5 miles.
Projects exhibits will be on display for public review at the City Hall Council Room in Murray, Kentucky on March 21,
1978 from 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. Bureau of Highways' personnel will be present to discuss the proposed project and
respond to questions while the exhibits are on display.
The Final Environmental Statement along with maps, plans-and other pertinent data concerning the proposal are
available for public inspection at_the Highway District Office, located approximately 5 miles East of Paducah, Kentucky
on US 62-68.
Exhibits and other pertinent information developed by the Bureau of Highways and written views received from local,
State and Federal agencies and other public officials will be reviewed and discussed by the Bureau Representatives at the
public hearing and will be available for inspection and copying. The procedure and tentative schedule for acquiring right
of way and the RelocatiodAssistance Program will also be discussed during the public hearing.

All refrigerators reduced as well as specials on washerdryers, ranges, all appliance!

Written and oral statements andlother exhibits will be accepted at the public hearing and made a part of the hearing
record. Additional statements may be submitted to the District Office at the Bureau of Highways, P.O. Box 3010, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001, within ten (10)days after the public hearing.

West Kentucky
Appliance Center

The public hearing is being conducted pursuant to the Federal Highway Act, 23 U. S. C., its revisions and as required by
the U. S. Department of Transportation's Policy and Procedure Memorandum 20-8 dated January 14, 1969.

ROBERT W. HODGES
District Engineer

641 Nor*. Hurray 153-4111
Icon from Colonial Home Smorgasbord
.Pf
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Mutray Business News Briefs
With No Time Lost

s.

MEW_ Returns from
Week Training Program

Vanderbilt Chemical Closes
5 Years Without Accident
On December 25; 11177 the
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation, Murray Division,
completed a period of five
years without a lost time
accident.
V. ^0. Streitmatter, vice
president of mining and
manufacturing, K. T. Vanderbilt
Co.,
Inc.,
acknowledged
this accomplishment with the
following message:
"It was indeed a most
welcome Christmas present to
' learn that the Murray Plant
was eompletechanother year
_ without a lost .time
bringing your accident-free
record to flve years. I wish to

extend my appreciation to
everyone at Murray for their
efforts in achieving this fine
record."
On January 19, 1978, in
recognition of operating five
consecutive years without a
lost time accident, Vanderbilt
Chemical Corporation
presented each employee a
moment() in the' form Of -a home smoke alarm.
Gene D. Smith, Sr., office
and personnel manager,
stated the employees have
worked over 400,909 accident
free manhours. _This figure
_represents approximately
11,000 exposed manhaurs per

Last year, the company was
awarded the National Safety
Council's Certificate of
Commendation, in recognition
of its employees' safety
perfornrce.
Vanderbilt- Thedittal
Corporation
has
been
operating the Murray facilitysince April of 1971. The
company manufactures a line
of speciality chemicals for the
rubber and petroleum industries. The products
produced at Murray are
distributed throughout the,
United States and around the
world, by R.T.Vanderbilt Co.,

SBA Will
Hold Sessions
orlusinesanew--- ll
Business
traLIon
Lean
representative
will
be
available in Paducah, at City
Hall (second floor), Commissioner's Chambers, from
1:00 a. m. _til 12..00 noon,
Thursday, February it, 1978
to dIscdas financial and
management assistance
- to
small
businessmen.

Sperry New Holland service
Daniel McKeel, service
McKee' training schools utilize some
manager, for
Equipment, Murray has of the most modern training
returned from a week-long facilities in the nation for
training program at the instruction dealer and coinSperry New Holland Service pany servicemen in Earth
machinery repairs. The
Training School at Lenexa, company is one of the world's
Kansas. While at the training largest farm equipment
center he attended classes and manufacturers. Providing
service shop instruction quick, efficient service to
sessions in the service and farmers during critical
repair of the company's farm harvest time is one of the
company's top prioritise.
equipment.

William Pickens Named
To Development Committee

SPELLING WINNERS-HONORED-Seventh grade spelling bee winners at Murray Mid. ,
dle School are shown with Richard Parker, standing,at the Burger Queen. Parkerlike
William Pickens, president
each homeroom winner a chicken dinner certificate at the Burger:Queen. Pictured,
left to right, are Ross James, Kay Farley, Jon Billington, Russell Garlan4 and Teresa ford. '\ei West Kentucky Wholesale
Electric Supply Co., Inc.„ 728
Other homeroom winners at Murray were David Randolph, Mike Wilkins, Matthew
Paris Road, Mayfield, Ky.,
fergerson, Tim Lackey, Joey Ashby, Melinda Shepherd, David Whitten, Julie Baker, Lisa
has been appointed a-member
.Mikulcik, Doug Tuft, Lisa Harrison, Clay Francis, Sharlisa Ford, William Smith,Jeff Miller,
of the National-Associationef
Teresa Suiter,Hue%Dinh,Laura Cella, MarkWest,Debbie Robs,and %sail10.1tek•
Electrical Di*lbutors'

CIT Predicts Gains
In Construction
Integon Corporation Breaks
All Earnings Records In '77

- LOUISVILLE-Equipment generally; 29 percent of
distributers and contractors in - distributors and 24 percent of
Lotiisville and the North contractors believe the overall
•
Central states say the con- economy In 1978 wilfbettar the
itruction industry will achieve, previous yeag,_
_ _ WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.- 114001110-310i461000-98-aDistributors hi'thisisectiOn Integon Corp. has reported K per share basis, that
good gains and outperform the
overall economyln 1978,it Was of the country look for 1978 broke all its sales and ,ear- represents a 14,3 percent
reported by Jerry L. Lit- gains in both sales and ren- nings recoils in 1977.
climb from $1.47 to $1.6& After
tlefield, -vice president- -bi- tals.- Seventy-six percekK-,-7,1fti-Yillioelrnt.the IBM-MCA capttal-gstnerper share-net
charge of C.I.T. Corporation's • predict - increases, with the' company's second straight income reached 91.69-16.6
_ -average-sales-boost peggadit_ record-- - year, `Integon percent.ovek Lntegon's record
' division. •-.
made to Paducah
the same Presidentl._ E. Collette noted last year.
vi
or
The forecast emerged from 14 percent. About
eliminate the need for area
build.the size that
'number
-plan
to
sales„. Corporate revenues rose
Integon
the annual e.ET. construction_
businessmen ta travel to
fleets and they representatives added,. more 21.9 percent of $178,055,000,
survey. Questionnaires were of their rental
Louisville for the agency's
average 17 percent than $1 billion of life insurance and shareholders' equity
sent to distributors---;.--this-... look for an
services.
from this in force, bringing the Integon totaled $13.44 per share.
,sellers of heavy construction gain in income
Businessmen
inquiring equipment-and contractors. source, Littlefield noted.
Integon had an average
total to more than $7.2 billion
Contractors responding in of life insurance protection for 6,202,247 shares outstanding
about an SBA loan are asked Responses were received
to bring with them current from 32 distributors and 92 the survey reported equip- policyholders in 28 states.
for the year.
values
-profit-and loss statementaanK contractors iñ'lhe
Inter:in income--.----fTonr—
Of ment fleets with book
a balance sheet for the last__ -Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and ranging from under $500,000 to operation,s climbed from
profits
subsidiaries reported
j •
over $15 million, with 59
Complete business year.
y
•
.
These
are
..
$500,000
and
Persons not presently in
'among the highlights for this percent between
$5 million. Those in the North
business, butseeking financial area:
Central states agree with the
to start should bring a
- 86 percent of the 'distributor forecast for an
t personal financial
statement. Phone (502) 442- distributors predict sales active sales year, with 44
gains in.1978 and 58 percent percent saying they'll,buy new
HARTFORD, Conn.-Teen- claims filed by the driver
7561.
say they'll have higher profits. equipment. The average aged drivers with driver education-trained
youths
SBA provides counseling
- 63 percent of the con- acquisition will increase fleet education credit have fewer averaged 125 over the threeservice through the Service tractors predict a sales gain in
value 15 percent, say the and less costly auto accidents year period; similar claims
Corps of Retired Executives 1978 and°53'percent say
this contractors.
than teen-agers without driver for those without credit, $134.
(SCORE) on the first Thur- will result
in higher profits.
differ
contractors
However,
training, according to a three- Collision insurance claims
sday of each month at the
- Construction people are with distributors about ren- year analysis _released by showed a wider disparity: $88
above location.
Iess optiniatic.abouf buithede *-:'only iereed of them- Aetna Life & Casualty.
per car, for Otos' e with driver
report plans to increase rental
Driver education course education credit; $106 for
spending in 1978. The average requirements,normally set by those without.
Aetna and almost all other
increase for the minority -state education departments,
reporting such plans is put at consist of at least 30 hours auto insurers offer un4er-21
13 percent, the C.I.T. Cor- class instruction and six hours drivers with driver education
poration executive said.
_actual driving. Courses are credit a reduction in auto
It should be the goal of
distributors
and
the
Memel
giVen in aboUt75-pereent of all insurance-premiums.
every family to have a
on
some
contractors
differ
U. S. high schools.
six
liquid reserve equal to
compared
aspects of the survey, there is
The study
months of net income. Does
sub- frequericy of claims per 100
solid
agreement
on
one
Rememhigh?
this seem
ject-government regulation. cars and claim cost per car,
ber, it is to provide funds in
Overall, 45 percent of con- for some 175,000 under-21
case of emergencies of any
tractors
and 25 percent of drivers insured by Aetna mall
kind.
by Bill Boyd
CHICAGO, ILL.-Bob G.
distributors point to the 50 states. The youthful
Sherman, president and
such
proliferation
of
into
separated
operators
were
you
if
interest
Besides, your reserve funds earns good
regulation - and the delays two groups, with and without managing officer of Home
keep them in a savings account with us. Start one
frustrations caused by it driver education training Federal Savings and Loan
and
today.
Association of Paducah, has
- as a serious handicap to credit.
effective management. Both
For the years 1974 through been. appointed to the 1978
PEOPLEM3ANK
Member 1.'DIC
figures have almost doubled 1976, those with driver Committee on FSLIC Law and
MURRAY-13 IT.
from last year's survey.
education credit averaged 13.7 Regulations of the United

rfts,)

"He is not well bred who cannot bear ill-breeding
in others!"

fill all
. .

10118

David King is the Intelon
Representative in.Murray. ,
The We company topped the
11(X) million premium mark
for the first time in its history.
New and renewal life, annuity
and accident and sickness
premiumsrose 14.3 percent, to
$192,992,000 for the year.

Perform a
death-defying
act.

accurately!'
,
Coll the

Clink
Pharmacy
The

753-830L_
Free Delivery

lasiduce-11

personal liability' insurance
claims per 100 cars. Those
without the credit, 15.7 such
claims.
For the same three-year
period, driver educationtrained operators Wed 16.7
"collision insurance claims per
100 cars; those without such
training, 18.7 such claims.
Aetna's casualty division
actuaries also measured
average claim cost per car to
the company for the two
groups. Personal liability-

Ameroccr Heart Asspc

on

WIVE FI4HTtNG FOO YOUR LIFf
_a

Sete...Not Soli!
Be
WNII.Ialsoprete Costar
good o

States League of Savings
Associations.
The appointment was announced by Stuart Davis,
president of the league. Davis
is also chairman of the board
of thiGreat Western Savings
and Loan Association, Beverly
Hills, California.
The U.S. League is the
principal trade organization
for the savings and loan
business and represents over
4,400 assOciations throughout
the country.
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low -rate

policies

*HOME
*AUTO
*BUSINESS
*FARM
*LIABILITY
Call 753-4451

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

'
▪sem!
w▪ atme
NM,

II

PRINTING

ROT WHEN YOU HAVE

FARMER5 I
RarKI-ER5
MULEiGUARD

Winchester Services
- 'The Businessman's Choice For Fine Prypting"
10INorth 4th Street - Murray, Ky.42071 — 753-5397
.1-

We Fen put the property and liability
enuerages you ruled to.protect your_farm
and your family in one convenient
MULTIGUARD Oaks/.
And you have a choice of plans to protect
.your home and personal poisestions.
We can simplify things for you with
one insurance company, one premium payment, one renewal date, and one agent.
.

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-4751

474
FMEMAXII FUMO

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
THE BUSINESS MAN'S
•
•
FRIEND
•
FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!
•
•
•
•
•

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

,William Pickens

*Office Machines *Calculators *Desk Sets
*Complete Office Ensembles

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
314 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 4207 1
733-0123

-

Prescription
Specialists

Paducah Savings, Loan
Officer Is On Committee

WHO SAID FARM INSURANCE
IS COMPLICATED?

-a.

COMIllittee, He formerly
served as an alternate on this

The function of this Coinmittee is to assist in the
recruitment, hiring and c
training of distributor per..
sonnel
r' p .A....'
for the year. Integoa Life_
Insurance Corporation, the
largest entity in the Integon professional, -comprehensive
family, reported $7,787,000 of literature on these topics.
inconie from operations;a41141.-- NAED,is the only national,,,
percent gain over 1976 figures. irede association declictitedio

Drivers Ed Has Accident Impact

DANK NOTES

UR interests of wholesalers of
electrical apparatus and
supplies., Its members are
loeated in all fifty states and
Puerto Rico.

Vanderbilt Chemical

j
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Area are open to bow hunting
The first woodchuck season Cree k-only.
at TVA's Land Between The Management Unit.
All hunters should wear a
Hunters should note that a
Lake's the 170,000-acre public
in L4-mile zone .bordering The cap or hat entirely of blaze
area
demonstration
western Kentucky and Ten- trace in bolff Kentucky and orange or hunter orange.
nessee, will be held March 8 to Tennessee, Highway 68, Camp • Hunters should be at least 25.
Energy and Shaw Branch -feet from their vehicles or
March 19, 1978.
Hunting will be permitted roads, and all roads bounding road rights of way while
sunrise to sunset. The daily the Environmental Education hunting.
bag'and possession limit is 10 Center are also.- closed to.--- For additional information
contact TVA, Land Between
hunting.
animals.
All hunters must have a
Hunt compartments 8 and The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
valid Kentucky or Tennessee 11, and the Off-Road Vehicle 42231, telephone 15021924-5602.
small game hunting limn*
and a Land Between The
Lakes woodchuck permit.
Tennessee also requires a
state archery license for
bowhunters. Land Between
The Lakes permits may be
obtained free of charge by
liresenting7a- -valid state
hunting license at any of the
informatkakcheck stations in
Land Between The Lakes, or
at Center Station in the
Environmental Education
Center.
Hunters are not required to
check in or out, but all animals
harvested must be remved
from ,Land Between The
Lakes.
Fully automatic rifles,
crossbows, sidearms,
shotguns, and firearms
ammunition usingrmfe areprohibited. Also, .22 magnum
caliber rifles are prohibited in
the Kentucky portion, but are
legal in the Terwessee portion.
Legal firearms in both
states are centerfire rifles of
.17 caliber or larger; muzzleloading rifles of .36 caliber
or larger; and longbows and
Eagles. hawks, owls - All birds ofpprey
compound bows according to
,are protected by Federal and State laws.
te regulations.
Should you see anyone harassing or,
shootWhen-the-vvateurtiaches 45 degrees te-5-5- degrees in
The Kentucky portion of
ing at these birds, contact a State or
spring
or late winter the sauger is migrating into his
is
Lakes
The
Land Between
Federal wildlife officer
grounds. Joe Bill Fridy of Crossland, and
spawning
open for hunting from the
of Murray found this sauger in a run below
Crouch
Ricky
Canal
Barkley
to
state line
The sauger, unlike the similar-looking
Dam.
Barkley
except for public use areas,
more
tolorant of turbitity, and therefore it
is
walleye,
Environthe
-zones,
safety
ROBERT STTN=H
Contact:
may be more abundant in low-gradient streams which
mental Education Center, and
ROUTE 9 80T 243A
_BENTON. KY. V015
have silty bottoms and are muddy from time to time.
other posted areas.
The sauger is a tasty fish and a favorite of many early
The Tennessee portion of
sprirkg fishermen.
Land Between The Lakes is
open except for the. Bear
Photo by Butch Greer
vestigationz,1 arrest's -arrx-eviard to anyone providieg
pected to be made shortly. information leading to the
Another eagle has been killed arrest and conviction of
recently in the Owensboro anyone shooting any birds of
area and state and federa prey. Contact your lacal
officers are currently in- conservation officer or the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service at
vestigated that incident.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife 502-354-8827. Service is nrepared to offer a

Sportsman's Journaii
The Slaying of an Eagle

f

11111

iT

ANTIQUE — Canoes,fishing boats, slikboats, pontoon
boats, cruisers and house boats, along with other interesting items are being shown free to the public at the
BOAT SHOW at the West Ky. Livestock 8. Exposition
Center on the College Farm -Rd, The above antique is
being displayed in the Evinrude Motors section of the
show. Cast into the side is "Removeable Rowboat
Motor." It carries a serial number 28 and is one of the
original 110 assembly line Evinrude motors put out of a 2
car garage by a 5-man factory in 1908. The motor is one
of only 10 known to exist in the United States today. Of
the original 110, 10 were reportedly sent to Sweden and
the others distributed in the United States. The BOAT
SHOW will continue from 10 a.m., Saturday, Feb. 18 to
Sunday, Feb. 19,from 1 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Photo by Butch Greer

Ronnie Dale Nanny, Route
1, Hardin, Ky., was formerly
Tuesday,
last
charged
February 14, in federal
magistrate court before Judge..
John Dixon. Due to the
severity of the penalty for
killing bald eagle, the case_
has been transferred to
federal district court in
Paducah. Nanny is to be
arraigned in the near future.
Other individuals may be
implicated. The charges
stems from in incident which
occured near Kentucky Lake
in Marshall County on
November, 20, 1977.
U.S. Fish & Wildlife ,ervice,,
special agent in charge, Willie
Parker ordered an intensive
investigation into the slaying
of an immature bald eagle
near Johnathan Creek at
Kentucky Lake-. Additional
state and federal wildlife
officers were called into
Marshall County to assist with
the investigation. Special
agent Robert Standish stated
that "Good cooperation from
the public helped the law
personnel
enforcement
considerably in their inet Ove
vestigation." The
vestigation lasted three
,tnonths.
"Most bald eagles are
mistakenly shot as a 'chicken
Hawk," Standish stated, and
agents believe this was the
case in the Marshall County
incident. Under federal law all
guns, vehicles and boats used
in the killing of a bald eagle
can be seized and forfieted to
the U. S. Government. The
penalty for the Marshall Co.
incident is a fine of up to a
85000 and or 1 year in jail.
Effective just recently is a
more severe penalty. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service has
announced that the bald eagle
is now an endangered species
in 43 states. The eagle now
falls under the juristiction of
the Endangered Soecies Act of
1973. If convicted of an offense
which occured on or after the
effective date earlier last
week, a person'could be fined
up to 820,000 and or serve a one
year jail term.
The bald eagle has been
protected by federal law since
1940. With the exception of the
eagle population in Alaska,
bald eagles throughout the
United States, have rapidly
decreased in recent years.
According to the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, the
primary reason for the rapid
inbeen
has
decline
discriminate shooting and
pesticides which accumulated
in the bodies of the birds.
Standish related other incidents of eagle killings in this
region of the United States.
Just recently an immature
bald eagle was shot near the
Hatchie River in west Tennessee and after a 4 day in- .

DON'T SHOOT

Planting A Food Mot This Spring
Can lielp Wiuilfe Next Miter
Or Ma Wiwi

TWO-DAY SAUCER LIMIT — After finding their crappie haunt at Barkley Lake covered with ice, the above
fishermen moved up to Barkley Lake Dam to check out
the sauger. Buddy Boyd (left), Fred Gardner (center) and
Donnie Boyd found the sauger active and willing to
cooperate. The weekend of fishing netted them 60
sauger.

A hard winter like this one
reminds us of the needs of
severe
during
wildlife
weather. All winters, even
mild ones, extract their toll on
wildlife populations, but this
year conditions have been
particularly bad.
So now,. while this winter is
still fresh in our minds, is a
good time to start making
plans for some spring and
summer activities which will
help wildlife. Almost any plot
of ground can provide winter
wildlife food, and even a
suburban back yard can be
made attractive to songbirds
..joid other desirable species
with the right kind of landscaping.
Owners of farmlands can
carry out more extensive
managesnent
wildlife
techniques, of course, but
many practices are the same
for a back yard or a back
forty.
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Prompt, Efficient

Thornton
Body
Shop

Storey's

Foodeint

Is

Service

Our Business-

ItJTSON Chemical Co.
Inc.

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky

Open 7 Days A Week

Days 753-7404
NightS 753-2486

8 a. m. -

We Apprecote Your Business"

Hwy. 641 So.

10:00

rfilizer

p.m.
Phone 753-8322

Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933

A small food plot about the both food and cover for
size of a home garden can wildlife. Land that is too
support a lot of wildlife, ac- clean, too well-manicured,
cording In Joe Bruna, game offers little for wildlife, but
management director for the untended areas will often
Department of Fish and contain a variety of valuable
Wildlife, Resources. Corn or wildlife foods.
A foot plot or an area
other grain crops can be
grown on odd corners of ;be allowed to grow over has
advantages- over
farm and left standing for rhitny
wildlife. A small patch of emergency artificial feeding
sunflowers will provide seeds during severe weather, Brune
during the winter, and like says. For one thing, the birds
corn will be accessible even and animals know where the
when the ground is snow food is located. If food is
placed on the ground only
covered.
during cold weather, many
As an alternative to planting species may not locate it.
a food plot, the farmer can
Second,the wildlife food plot
leave a row or two of corn, can be planted and mainsorghum, soybeans or other tained during the warm
grain crops standing along the months and needs no attention
field border. If the field joins a when winter comes. With a
woodlot or brushy area, leave heavy snow, it is often ima row or two there. This places possible to place feed in areas
the food near good cover areas where it can be fully utilized
which many species need for by wildlife.
protection.
And finally, providing food
It would be hard to grow a plots can actually decrease
corn crop in the backyard, but wildlife damage, Bruna says.
many trees and shrubs which Usually rabbits gnaw bark
provide winter wildlife food only when more palatable food
also have landscaping value. isn't available, and birds flock
Nutbearing trees such as to livestock feed lots only
oaks, walnuts or hickories are because foods in the winds are
available, as are smaller scarce. So owners of orchards
shrubs such as Russian Olive or nurseries might consider
or Autumn olive. Honeysuckle wildlife food plots or other
bushes growing-beSIde a fence means of habitat imor a row of sunflowers at one provement from an economic
end of a garden will also standpoint.
'
For more information
provide wildlife foods.
about
Sometimes, not doing wildlife management write
certain things will benefit the Division of Game
wildlife. Leaving brushy areas Management, Department of
uncleared or allowing trees, Fish and Wildlife Resoarces,
shurbs and bushes to grow up 592 East Main Street, Frankalong fence rows can provide fort, Kentucky 40601.
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Carroll Tire Service
i4;?:---.ruttr

641 Super Shell
Sportsmen:

Where "Service Is Our Business

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchondise fold of discount picas

Uniroyal Gumbo and Michelin Tires

UNIRPYPt
•

•I

.-"" •

•

•

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

1105 Pogue
AM

1

Check the Yalues in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Rooting Accessories
Guns 8 Ammo

Hoy. 641 South Phone 753-9491

.
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Woodchuck Season To Be 1/old
In land Between The lakes Match 8-19

ous.Coasteard Aarilfiary

Awards Banquet

GOLDEN POND,. KY — Central information stations Kentue
.
4-huntinglieense., and
Turkey hunting season will be
Rifles, sidearms, and in Tennessee, hunters must
titild in Land Between The crossbows are prohibited, as have a valid Tennessee
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre are mechanical and electronic hunting license and turkey
public demonstration area in calling devices.
license, or sportsman's
western Kentucky and TenLegal Firearms: In Ken- license and archery license if
nessee, April 12-23, 1978.
tucky, hunters may use bow hunting.
According to John Mechler,
Open Areas: In both Kenshotguns (conventional and
supervisor of the wildlife
muzzleloading ) capable of tucky and Tennessee, hunting
management unit in Land
Holding no more than three is permitted in the entire area
Between The Lakes, the shells,
not larger than 12 except M the Environmental
spring season is expected to be
guage or smaller than 20 Education Center, camgood. last year 46 turkeys
gauge, and ammunition pgrounds; lake access areas,
were harvested in both loaded
with No. 2 shot or safety zones,and areas posted
Kentucky and Tennessee.
smaller. In Tennessee, hun- as closed.
Hunting will be permitted ters may use
Youth Hunters: In Kenshotguns capable
sunrise to sunset. Each hunter of holding no
more than three tucky, hunters under 18 must
411
may take one turkey gobbler shells, 20
gauge or larger, and be accompanied by an adult.
with visible beard per state. anununition
RABBIT
Wendell
STEW
—
Herndon of Murray and Rad Conner of Aurora tredged
In
Tennessee,
hunters under
loaded with No. 2
A land Between The Lakes shot or
snow
deepest
was
when
earlier
it
16
years
this month to bag these nine rabbits. The rabbit hunof
age
must
have
a
smaller.
turkey hunting permit is
- - - -ters found all of these fine rabbits near the Palestine Church community. Shown in the
Hunter Safety Certificate and
required for each hunter.
Legal Archery Equipment: must have an adult hunting .
picture and helping to hold up the stririg_of q_uarq is Wendell's daugt,ter.Stiarop.
-- These permits can be obtained_ InirentuckY.erchersmay•use with him-.
free of charge by presenting a longbows, including comIllinois and Indiana hunters
valid state hunting license at pound bows, and arrows; are not perpitted to .hunt
any of the information stations - arrows must be barbless with turkey in the-Kentucky portion
in Land Between The Lakes or broadhead point at least
- •of Land Between The Lakes
at Center Station in the inch wide, In Tennessee-, under state 'caw. However,
Environmental Education longbows or compound bows they can hunt in the Tennessee
Center.
are permitted, assuming they portion of the proiect.
Hunters are not required to are capable of propelling legal
For additional information
-WELAK, Fla, Don't blame Dave Hilton, 'a veteran home," -there must not be a
check in, and Only successful litinting arrows a distance of
contact
land Between the Florida orange growers if
hunters must check out. All
tournament angler_ from cure for the cold _front
yards.
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY they join the farmers in the
turkeys harvested must be
Dyersburg, Tenn. "Before a doldrums? It's a common
Licenses: In Kentucky, 422.31, telephone
502-920602. protest movement. The front,
- -tagged at the North, South.or --hunters' mnstAiave a valid
the pressure is down, problem, but not fatal._ ,
orange juicers are- a bit and the fish will be shallow,
Again, according to the
nervous. _There's a big time and- move deeper as the BASS record book, the pros
professional BASS tour- pressure rises," noted the 39- solving the problem came up
nament scheduled Feb. a 23, year old boating equipment with "the proper lure
WA, lantl Between As lass
24, on the St. Johns River.
manufacturer.
presentation of the proper
Yep, that means fill the
bait."
"I believe the combination
smudge pots. The worst of pressure and the increased
Such ,.was the case of Steve
weather of the year is almost light factor with clear, bright Goodwin the 31-year-old
certain to strike the area. , skies after the front passes Durham, -NC. groceryman,
According to the record book moves the bass deeper," says who used a -"Carolina Rig"
of the Bass Anglers Sport- Bill O'Connor
of
Ft. worm last year in the St.
sman Society, the . tour- Walton Beach, Fla., a wellJohns Tournament. The
naments in Florida are like known trophy bass angler. plastic worm was floated
project
that
can
be
carried
out
Eagles Weekend
Center Station And
magnets. They attract bad The 46-year-old Southern some 12-to-18-inches off the
in hackyarqs
Empire
Farm To Reopen
_
weatfter.'
- • ---- • •
' Aitway_S employee has landed .bottom. Goodwin's &den bass
-Dr. Jeff Liricer, the firtt
Woodchuck and Turkey
used
to
Arkansas
115 bass • over the 10-pound and 45-pounds 3-ounces out
"Folks
in
-director of the National
Center station, a major
Seasons.To Open distanced the nearest corn-,
Wildlife Federation's Raptor interpretive facility, and
Woodchuck hunting season call to get our tournaments mark.
Weather fronts are worst petitor by over 18-pounds..Center, Empire Farm, a 120-acre will open for the first time in dates," swears Harold Sharp,
Informati,on
In the -field of 48 Florida•
tournament than diarrhea for a tourBASS
Washington, D.C., Will deliver model farm located in the TVA's_ Land Between The the
director. "They wanted to nament angler. In Florida's anglers entered this year, the
the keynote presentation at 5,000-acre Environmental - Lakes, March 8-19, 1978.
the 9th Annual Eagles Education Center in the' Spring turkey hunts in land plan on cold weather for their shallow lakes the problem is name Manuel Spencer of
Weekend at Lake Barkley northern portion of TVA's Between The Lakes will be hog killings," declares Sharp. compounded. "I think fronts Palatka sticks out. He baoted
51-pounds 4-ounces on a small
State Resort Park, Friday Land Between The Lakes, will held April 12-23, 1973, in both
It is most difficult to get in Florida are a lot worse,"
through Sunday, February 24- reopen February 18, 1978. Kentucky - and Tennessee. bass fisherman to agree on says 0' Connor____Lln deep' "CRAPPIE JIG" IN Rodman
26, 1978. The weekend will be Sunday afternoon open house Hunting will be allowed all anything.. There is, hqwever, lakes, you can fish deeper and; Pool ( Lake Ocklawaha) to win
in the 1476. His yo-yo-tactic in
highlighted by field trips to the at Th'e Homeplace-1850,', day; instead Of hOfdays
'one subject that bassmen slower with sthaller baits -and'
isolated bays and inlets of located in the southern portion the past. One 'turkey gobbler -rubber stamp: that's the ef- still -cat& a few fish. In' the heavy vegestation was the
Land Between The Lakes in of the 170,000-acre public with visible beard per state- fect the passing cold front has Florida, a front turns 'em off, answer. Spencer caught
enough fish to have won with
search of majestic bald and demonstration area, will be will be allowed.' on bass fishing. In a word, completely."
"Leave the plastic worm in his first day total- of 30-pounds
golden eagles which winter in discontinued until spring.
Authorities remind hunters "lockjaw."
_ -one Ogee for a longer period. 13-ounces.
the area.
Feeders Benefit Birds
that if they wish to hunt in both
since to give the natural movement
time
first
is
the
This
Pro Jerry Rhyne of Stanley,
Preregistration for Eagles
Bird feeders erected by the states, 'they must obtain a
pros haven't of the water and current tithe - N.C., who placed seventh at
Weekend
is suggested. Land Between The Lakes Land Between The Lakes 1973 the BASS
on the to entice the fish to hit," ex- Lake Toho last month, just
Registration forms and ad- Wildlife Management Unit are permit for each state. These lanuched' their season
River. "We plains the 31-year-old dental shook his head why bass quit
Johns
historic
St.
ditional information are benefitting
numerous permits can be obtained free
January tour- technician. .
feeding after fronts. "My
available from TVA, Land songbirds
this
winter of charge from the North, moved our
south this year "You won't catch a limit opinion, evedently, isn't valid
further
nament
Between The Lakes, Golden throughout the major public South, or Central Information
to improve our chances with very often, but you can catch because Dave Gliebe has
Pond, KY 42231, telephone use facility areas.
Stations.
weather," said Harold fish when there are none being proven several times that on a
the
(502) 924-5602. For lodging
The feeders, stocked with a
For additional information
caught," believes Stephens, front fish feed extremely well
information write or call Lake mixture of seed, are serving contact Wildlife Management, Sharp.
The folks around Lake who ranked eight as the in heavy cover with the proper
Barkley State Resort Park, as a demonstration of non- TVA, Land Between The
Tohopekaliga near Kissim- "amateur" in the 1977 BASS lure presentation."
Route 2, Cadiz, KY 42211, game wildlife management, Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
mee, Fla., didn't need to catch Masters Classic world finals
Gleibe of Stockton, Calif.,
telephone ( 502) 924-1171.
and as a visitor interest 42231, telephone ( 5021 924-5602.
the news to be aware a at Lake Toho.
was the winner at Lake Toho
tournament was scheduled.
Against a field of 250 at with 12 bass and 39-pounds 12
The air-temisirifure plum-' Toho, Stephens was 24th
minces: Fronts tend to make
meted from a balmy 80 January Bass season opener. bass "shy." Gliebe has used a
degrees to the low-30's. Wind About the cold front challenge technique called "Flippin" to
_gusts topped 30 miles per of shallow vs. deeper lakes, he great advantage under these
hour. In three days, the water says, "It hurts in all lakes. conditions. The 5-8-ounce
dipped 10 Bass feed, generally, in leadhead jig is flipped. This
temperature
degrees. On the worst day of shallow water, up to eight feet, lure entry makes a soft
the bitter cold front, only 75 of most of the time, and cold splashdown and the lure can
the 250 contestants weighed-in fronts affect this depth very be worked in slow gear.
at least a 14-inch keeper bass. quickly."
This is the second of six 1978
Joe Chaffin, a guide on Bull BASS events, leading to the
Now, you might understand
why the citrus folks in north Shoals Lake from Ozark, Mo., BASS Msters Classic world
Florida hope everything that tends to agree. "All in- finals in October. The St.
counts is off the trees. Also, if formation from guides on Johns Invitational will be
you're heading south to escape other lakes, deep and shallow, headquartered at Shell
the cold, wait a week, or pack reflect the same problems and Harbor near Welaka, Fla.
fishing patterns following a Daily weigh-ins begin around
the long underwear.
Kissimmee front," says the 48-year-old 3 p.m. The three-day practice
After the
period opens on Sunday, Feb.
Invitational, the "survivors" angler.
So besides,
staying 19.
were asked to comment on
how to adapt to the lockjaw__
conditions following a cold
front. Again, they didn't agree
as to "why the fishing turns
sour," but more than a few
suggested the ,best answer is
"stay home."',4hat's a nice
ploy for a weekender, but a.'
,The tore ior the
professional bass angler must
•
of
play-for-pay in all types
•
weather. and, perhaps the
U.
non-pro can benefit from the
•
professional's school of lord
•
Boar'
Murray's
•
knocks.
•
Why do bass stop feeding,
Qualified Bear Archery Service
DUCK UMITS — The Kodman brothers are familiar faces in the out-of-doors. During
•
and become more difficult to
the last day of duck season last January, the trio limited out with two mallards apiece.
(kestrel Si
•
catch following a weather •
T'Far.e 151 2511
The Kodmans were hunting on the shores of Land Between The Lakes. Pictured above
•
front? "The barometric
is Frank Jr. (left), Linos (center) and Grant Kodman who all live at 1303 Glendale Road,
pressure has more to do with it
to
Murray.
than any other factor," says

Is There A Cure For eosin'lockjaw
After A Cold Frog,!?

The USCG Auxiliary Flotilla Asurgee designating her of73-5 observed the anniversary ficial auxiliary status. Dr.
of its Charter with an Awards Farrell made the presenBanquet on Feb. 3 at the tations.
Recipients of the humorous
Colonial House with Flotilla
Commander Richard Farrell awards were Dr. James
presiding. Dr. Castle Parker Converse and Neale B. Mason.
The Broken-Compass Award
gave the invocation.
was presented to Dr. Converse
Neale B.' Maspn,.
received the award for a- for piloting dexterity. The
memher contributing the most Bent _Prop Award was
to the Auxiliary program presented to Neale B. Mason
during the past year. IPFC for facility management.
During the business meeting
Shirley Johnson noted the
many hours spent in coor- staff appointment certificates
dinating the educational were aikiesented by Dr.
courses sponsored by the Farrell. Plans for parflotilla.
ticipation in the Boat Show at
Shirley
T.
Johnson, Murray State University's
currently serving as Division EXposition Center were an-'
Captainwaa presented the nounced. The March 3
a wardfor conducting the most meeting of the flotilla will be
Courtesy
Motortittat held at the James Schernpp
Examinations in 1977 and home in Shei-wood Forest. -
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Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Sportsman

Cain's AMC,Jeep
BUCKS BODY SHOP

Goldwater Rd
753 6448

753-5142

S. 12th St.
*to

.4

IFFC Shirley Johnson presented Neal Mason the most
contributing member award at the recent Awards
Banquet for USCG Aux. 27-5.

MINER
OUTBOARDS
Better in the larig -run. Come see why'
From 2 to. 140 h.p. available

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
Highway 94 Fes!
8 hide T• :R2-759-1872

153-3226

6:3011:00 Sun. flirt) Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
.•••••••••••••.••••

Dr. James Converse (left) recieved the Broken Compass
Award and Neale Mason received the Bent Prop Award
at the Awards Banquet of USCG Aux. 27-5.

Jerry's Restaurant
Eating Is A Family Affair

900 Sycamore

Dr. Richard Farrell, FC presented Shirley T. Johnson an
award for conducting the most Courtesy Motorboat
Examinations in 1977 and burgee at the USCG Aux. 27-5
Awards Banqet on February at the Colonial House.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires IL 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires '
In The Jackson Purchase
N 4th
73-6
. 7/9
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Gov. Carroll Reminisces About
'Good Old DFrankfort

tC1LASSIF311311) ADS r ,
icummr\
-

o Nep Mtan!el

27 Mobile Home Sale,

15 Articles FOI Sate

1871 12 x 85 114 baths, 3
II I
•
1•C.

system operated when Carroll voted "yes" for everything.
first became a House member
Then _there were financial
in 196.'
matters, the governor said,
There were 57 House and 38 such as a $1 billion budget in
Senate committees, he the good, old days, compared
recalled, but only two in each with his- Proposed $7:5 billion
chamber which really mat- budget for the next two fiscal
tered: the Stop Committee years. '
and the Go Committee.
Carroll also recalled during
The "Stop_ Committee"._ his brief talk at a luncheon in
ectill-PropOSeCtlii1S;'-tie the Executive Manikin that a
said, and "to serve, you had to budget once was reported
agree not to meet.v- On the favorably by. the House
"Go Committee" the member Appropriations arid Revenue
Committee before former
Gov. Edward Breathitt had
finished shaking hands after
the budget speech.
making
to Frula

W ATKINS - •
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones,217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

-Walter "Dee''Huddlestan
. and
state
Com. / Commerce
nussioner Terry McBrayer,
the administration's reported
favorite for governor in 1979. _
Wendell Butler, who heads
FACTORY
the Education and Arts BELTONE
batteries. Wallis
fresh
Cabinet lutd- has - held a
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
number of top state offices,
Gov.
Julian
Carroll
Call 7534272.
was'not invited.
rerninisced.aboutthose "goad
seems
"R
that Smitty had
old days" with more than 50
forgotten I ever served in the COLOR PORTRAITS,
other former legislators
bring us yours for.extra
Legislature 30 years ago,"
Friday, discussing, for incopies. Made from any
said
Butlerp
who
was
invited
stance, thEr way the committee
size Into any size.
at the last minute after he
Wallets low as 24 cents,11
called the oversight to Smith's
10 $2.40. Fast service.
x
attention.
Crossword Puzzler
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
New
55
ACROSS
An.v.er
753-0035. Free parking
England
He contrasted this swift
lot, use our rear enEJ
S
- _
-ATING action with the committee's
56 Break
E
tran-ce.
name
suddenly
O five weeks of public hearings
E
A AM
. 4 FolinaJi
5-7 pen
TINTTJR thustaron the-new budget.
dance
St. John's Episcopal Church
tbrIC
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A
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ELT
'Those good old days are will celebrate Holy Com- BIBCE FACTS - Son,
b
body
E
M
A
EA
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Sons, Stripes, Healed,
DOWN
gone," he said. "This General munion at the 8:30 a.m. ser12 Nothing
A ti
T
I
AL
Justified,
Faith, Peace,
an
given
been
has
Assembly
13 Turkish
vices on Sunday, Feb. 19, with
C LEF St_tICE
T_
1 Pilaster
Patience Tribulations,
regiment
•
to, say what goes the Rev. Stephen
opportunity..
Davenport,
2 Face of
- - t*Pee+
Holy Ghost, Infirmities,
in the budget and other bills." vicar, in charge.
watch
P 0IS RETE
15 Scottish
Sicknesses, TranThe governor noted that
3 Nearly
cap
I DC LOSET
Duncan Hart will be the
4 Poison
sgressions, Iniquities,
16 Descriptive
Kentucky Educational acolyte and Anita Burt will be
REPA I R ENA
5 k4eharrunedan
- names
Chastisement, Bruised.
S
T
of
many
E_N
filthihg
is
-1e1eviSion
name
lay
the
reader.
18 By oneself
These sixteen words are
Peessosaion,
41
Domesticate
on
proceedings
25
legislative
the
,
Was
8
2.0 Sharp
• Morhing 'Auer services
43 Faeroe
26 Appellation
destitute
very important in the
21 Coniuntbon
basis for the first will be at 9:45 a.m. and
continual
a
Islands
• - t Athena
• .
of •
22 Foottike
life
of Clristians! If you
time.
whirlwind
.27 /Grid& .
Is.tond.of •
Church School, will be at
_ par I.
have not yet learned the
44 Fall in bean .
"This might be a critical eleven a.m. • 23 Greek --- - 8 Weed of "s
drops
28 Poems
vital importance of
dog
letter
test to see if the legislators can
Special Lenten services will
45 Great
29 A Month
9 Scottish'
27 Parcel of
these words to your
the temptation to be held Tuesday, Feb. 21, at
withstand
Lake
•Knock
30
cap
land
spiritual life, call 75346 Arrow
use TV for political purposes seven p.m. with Mike Shore as
32 Frighten
10 Exist
29 insane
. 47 Lift with
0984 for chapter and
,. 3.3 Vessel.
ll'Thireas,
rather than for information," acolyte and Steve Hale as lay
•38 Pert-Trving
lever
36 Threel:3'
verse answers from the
to the
he said.
48 brown
reader.
toed sloth
17 Compass
Holy Bible.
kiwi
37 Cardboard
point
- 31 Cyprinoid
thg f frr
Thegaeriooner
49 Lubricate
box
19 Negative
• fish
50 New Deal -legislators was theidea-of-J.D.
38-Giossy
YOUR NEED is but
32-Feosd-T?Te--- 221btarrs
agency
.•
tatITTC
nickname
"Smitty" Smith, who used to
pee tfait
concern. NEEDLINE,
lmitt
40
Agreements
Preposition
24
33 Crony
be a Democrat representative
753-6333.
ii9 10 11
Icolloo
from Hazard and now lives at
l6
2 3
34 Pronoun
Hindman.
' 35 Fleshy
The First United Methodist
JUST RECEIVED small
211
11111111 1UII
37 Reeceman-•-•
He told a reporter the object Church will hear the Bp. • order of latch hooka
eSiginnvie amp
111 inl
Is tii."'promote- 'the -cause nr Robert E. Farless, associate • 'w-Eich- are availible
• 38 Oc_eao.
government at the state minister of the church,-speak
'good
--- • -19-Awhile they last. See our
VII
gall
continent
level by improving and on the subject, "Peter - Who
.
latch' hook rig kits
new
-40 Stroke
the Denied Him," at the 10:50 a.
strengthening
and yarn. Little Red
30
27 WE
41 Symbol for
.
Legislature" and also to pave m. worshiniservice on Sunday,
tantalum
House of Crafts, Glen
ill
the way for a possible oral Feb. 19. His text will be Mark
' 4-2-Bettow
311
3'
N
and Bettye Helm, Uncle
M
44 Lavished
36
history -project.
35
14:66-72.
Jeffs Shopping Area.
fondness
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•will
The former legislators
4I
Church School will be held
.0
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39
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call themselves the Kentucky at 9:45 a.-m.
47 Guardian
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, Legislative Society. They
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nevi. Reopoisillk party can
Chairman.
53 Pith
Sunday for a .snack supper
52
Lake at big swings on low
helmet
Among the more high- with Mr. and Mrs. Max
payment balance. Write
Goddess
- 54
Jwlin Piano, Joplin, Missouri
powered delegates were L,t. Brandon in charge. Meetings
of healing
64kl.
Net, 6, I noted eat ,ire v ca.e.Inc
Gov. Thelma Stovall, wo last of the two groupwwi1l4ellow at
- served 24 years ago;,U.S. Sen. six p. m.
3 Card 01 Thanks
By SY,FtAMSEY
Associated Press-Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Remember the good old days?.
When a committee could
agree never to meet and the
state's budget was.a. mere;1
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5 lost And Found

BUT AT LEAST
I MADE ,AA_

LOST FEMALE blue tick
coon dog, near Hazel.
Call 492-8646.

SEVETV

Waitress
Only

55 Gallon
Drums

Apply in person at

Pogliai's

•••

NELP
WANTED
Salesperson.
Retail
Salary commensurate
with experience. Call
for appointment between 9:30 a. m.to 5:30
p.m.

759-1638

sv

PERSON INTERESTED
management
IN
position. Major corporation expanding in
Western Kentucky. Call'
for appointment only,
753-3763.

2-4b

THERE WAS A CEPTA" wAyi
HAD TO OPEN IT/

I'm GONNA
GO SEE

YER •
SURE DiDo
•

4111

TRADER JOE'S 4
I GOT STuFF
A, YOU
KE THAT.,. 1P
Gar STUFF

CASH .. NO
-0-1•EoKs.
AWAR-NAR„

ONLY ONE PLACE THOSE 7
BANDITS COULD GO FOR
GUNS-TRADER JOE'S !,}

LIKE CASH.
j4,4 R- NAR•••

•
.

ON:PP
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MANAGER FABRIC
STORE - Opportunity
for a mature woman in a
managerial capacity.
Must have a good retail
background, ability to
supervise personnel and
a knowledge of sewing.
Please send resume to:
Harmel, Inc., 712
Broadway, Kansas City,
Missouri 64105. Personal
interviews will be held
our
new
in
Needlewoman Fabrics
Store, located in the
Central Shopping Center
next to the Cine Central Twin Theatre in about
two weeks.
WORLD BOOK - Child
repCraft. Sales
resentative wanted. Call :
Mrs-. -Copasr- -1-896-7877
after 5 p.m. L-13.

;
CO/v r'co.

COOK AND CAR HOPS.
Apply in person Sonic
Drive In.
'

•

•-•

0

•ie

Thornton
Tile
8. Marble
612 So. 9th

LOANS AVAILABLE tor
-existing business, new
business start ups,, first
and second mortgage,
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
2 per cent loans.
/
some 61
All projects considered.
Call
1-502485-1795
between land.11 p.m.,7
days a week.
HOMEWORKERS-$500
cash in advance to stuff
1000 envelopes. INFO;
• self-addressed stamped
$2
and
envelope
(refundable).
•
FREEDOM 719, Box
2045,1-FR, Columbus 0Ij
' 43220.
SALES LADIES FABRIC
STORE - enjoy the fun
and pleasure of working
in a fabric store. There
are now openings for
qualified sales ladies-in
new
beautiful
a
Needlewoman Fabric
Store located in the
Central Shopping
Centen, neat to the Cine
Central Twin Theatre.
Ladies replying to this
ad should have a good
-retail- bwekg-4-orand-r- -•
experience in fabrics
of
and knowledge
sewing. Excellent opportunities, _generous
benefits and employees
discounts. Send resume
to: Harmel, Inc., 712
Broadway, Kansas City,
Missouri 64105. Personal
interviews will be held
in our store th about two
weeks.
14. Want To But
WANTED USED wood
knee hole desk in good
condition. Call 759-1335.
CASH PAID for old gold,
gold rings, old eye
glasses and dental gold.
Call 759-1613 after 6
o'clock.
WANT TO BUY John
Deere lawn mower. Et,
12 or 14 horse. Call 4354429.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

HEATER,
ELECTRIC
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,$34.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
16. Home Furnishings
KING SIZE bed - mattress And box springs.
Stearns & Foster, excellent condition, clean.
$95.:Call753-9567_after 5.
FIVE PIECE dinette set.
Very good condition.
$50. Call 753-3383.

CLEANER,
VACUUM
used 3 -month& $35:00.
Call 753-8625.

MEI=
HON*
OF Tlinisands in
_
Fox Meadows on South
16th St.' Now In Stock.
Columbia Minerva
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering,. weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line-of que-cut- orl-skain
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoinT. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needle.arts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva.Phone 753-3855.
19 Farm Ecpprnent
4438 TRACTOR with 20.8
duals. 1300 hours.
18'
disc,
Crouse
hydraulic fold. Call after,
5, 763-4503.
4020 JOHN DEERE
tractor. 1972 model. Call
753-2347.
GRADER BLADE 6 ft.
New, Heavy Duty. Sell
cheap. Call 753-5209
after 6 p.m. t.
TD 14 DOER with low
boy in good condition.
For $10,000. Call 901-2352704.
20 Sports tquipment

THERMO-TILE. in-_
sulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
from. Economically
priced. Murray Lumber
Co.,753-3161.
15 CUBIC FT. chest
freezer. Five years old.
Excellent condition.
$150. Call 436-2532.
AIR CONDITIONER,
12,000 BTU. Two years
old.$115. Call 753-8438.
FOR SALE PIE Safe,
empier 4 drawer chest.
Three coffee mills, 3
brass lamps. Call 1-3624072 evenings.
WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
BURLED CHESTS and
hand carved tables and
desk from Mainland
China. Brass trim,
camphorwood, velvet or
silk lined drawers.
Reasonably priced
financing available. The
Gretn Door, Dixieland
Center on Chestnut.
REMINGTON standard
typewriter.
manual
Good condition. $65. Call
753-3143.

357 MAGNUM for sale.
Call 436-2635.
20 GAUGE Ithaca pump
gun. Like new. Call 7531208.
22 Musical
FOR SALE Baby Grand
piano. Interested parties
only. Call 1-362-4072.
KIMBALL MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Acrossfrom Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879 Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.
PIANO ACCORDIAN,full
size. 120 base. Like new.
$75. Call 436-4192.
GIBSON LI-A guitar with
case. Two years old,
excellent condition. Call
753-8046.
23 Ex!e•71iC3/1/1g

7

1

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Ic.

m

e

2
/
1975 12 x 783 bedroom,11
bath. All electric:
Central air. Call 4374654.

1664 PARKWOOD,10 x 51.
Good condition. $2100.
Call 753-3855.

TWO BEDROOM trailer
- for rent at Shady Oaks.
Call 489-2533.
MOBILE NOME spaces for families. Coach
and---Estatea
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Call 474-8805.
TWO 2 bedroom trailers. Call 753-0959.
WANTED -person to share trailer
and expenses. $50 Per
month and help pay
utilities. Call 759-1806:
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for. rent, at -Riviera Courts- Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
CLEAN-UP or body shop.
Call 753-5311.

FOR RENT
17 x 80 Building in
Dixieland
Center
Available March 1.
1978. Complete with
air conditioning and
heat call 753-4041.
32 Apartments For Rent
THREE SMALL apartments. Electric heat.
Faxy to heat. $50 per-- -7
month each. Call 4362427.
LARGE TWO bedroom
unfurnished apartment.
Carpet, drapes, stove,
refrigerator, air condition, carport. Couple
only. Call 753-7457.
LARGE TWO bedroom
unfurnished apartment.
Carpet, drapes, stove,
refrigerator, air condition, carport. Couple
only. Call 753-7457.
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment near campus. Furnished. $85.00.
Call 753-4453.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
unfurnished. $150 rental.
Appllinces furnished.
Call 753,4453.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, all carpet,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment
suitable for, married
couple or single. Call
753-4808.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM house,
from
block
one
University. Call 753-0430
or 7534208.
TWO BEDROOM furnished, all electric
home. Y2 block from
campus. References and
deposit required. No
pets., Prefer couples.
Call 753-9829 after 5 p.m.
36 for Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Name weed owl •••••••11 rem a
011
rears Da •ai
100 South13111St.

Phone7534914
Roaches.Sliver
and Shrubs

37

vestock

Supplies

GRAIN FED STEERS,70
cents per pound dressedweight, 83 cents cut,
wapped and frozen
Call 489-2281 from 6-8
p.m.
38 PO' Supplies

26. TV Radio
BIACK AND WHITE 23"
RCA console T.V. Call
753-4397 anytime.

JI

29 Mobile Home Rentals

teeifs:J 5,:2111
Avoid Citiffy Nom Itspoir,

TWO 10 Fr.garage doors.
$50 each. Call 753-8451
after 5 p.m.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Quick delivery, $15.00
and up. All Hickory
available. Call 759-1701.

Ii i .1

Call 753-9570.

12 x 58 THREE bedroom,
all electric furnished.
837N. Call 492-8868.

10 Business Opportuoitv

WOOD FOR SALE, $25
delivered. Call 437-4319.

6 Help Wanted

- LOOK. OTTO EVEN HAS
A SET OF.PO6 TA65

A-EXAN,ER, DID
sttpu STPAIG-MEN UP
YOuR CLOSET.
'

FekSALI

mc

fr.
,Aorek_
`-e,
fo

THE COOPER FAMILY
would like to extend our
sincere thanks to
everyone for their
generosity following the
loss of our home through'
fire. We will never
forget the goodness of
the people of Calloway
County. Thank You,
John, Lil, Brenda and
Sheri- Cooper.

Day lime

A-MElt-te-AN ESKIMO
pups UKC registered.
Six weeks old. Solid_
white. $45.00 each. Call
436-2215 after 4:30 p.m.

a

•
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38. Pets
3

1,
I.

111

let
Ws.

;es ch

th,

Supplies

meik.
1.2=MI

IP X 3031:1

43. Real Estate
POODLE, .

TOY
ies. 5
$65.00 antt--ritle.77Vall
527-8503.

AKC

• dr

49. Used Cars A Trucks

4

all=01113111

Si. Services Nemo

LOCATED SIX miles
1975 GMC pickup High ALL TYPES backhoe and
New
of
power
in Stella. Call 753AulOrriatic,
' Concord, 185 acres. Trilr.7
tile lines Installed, 28
property has many
9396.
steering and brakes.
yearsexperience.
potentials, from far17,000 actual miles.
Licensed through Health
41.Public Sales
development.
to
ming
$3975. Call 753-9920 or
Department. Call Rex
road access
Good
Ls PRICE RUMMAGE
1099.. • 34;
.-...1k_
Camp, 753-5933
the
&
-by
Purdoni
maintained
Thurman
Bargain
Sale. Inside
county. Call John
Barn, 13th and Main. Insurance & Real Estate
1977 MONTE tARLO
KIRBY • New, rebuilt
Neubauer or check with
Open Saturday 9:30-2
Landau, one owner, all
souti,ssa. Court Square
starting at $45.00.
our office John C.
p.m.
Murray, Kentucky
power, air, AM-FM
C
Complete Service. Call
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
_stereo,a track,PIMPIIP t
753-4451
Mike Hutchens,753-3316.
43 Real Estate
Main St. 753-0101 or 753<0 condition. Call 753-2414
()
Upholstery.
7531.
OOM
CUSTOM
JUST LISTED
or 759-1518.
•
frame, recently
Free estimates, Call 436Pr- A L 'CrP5
redecorated ... very SIXTY-FOUR acres of
2786.
1969 FORD PICKUP Call'
good farmland for sale.
clean, located on ap437-42W.
This is lotated in Graves'
HAVING TROUBLE
proximately 1 acre lot.
County. Farm has two
getting those small
1976 VEGA Hatchback
Priced in the teens-.
large grain storage bins,
plumbing jobs done?
with air. Excellent
We'd like to hear from
*area•
tobacco barn with side
condition. 91595. 1803 - • Then call 753-6614.
-you. That's rtht, we
TELEPHONE 75311E1
sheds, tool house, two
College Farm Rd.
would like to "sear from
INSULATION BLOWN in
bedroom house and is
you when you have a
GOOD SIX ROOM home.
1972 VEGA Hatchback air - by Sears save on these
real estate need. In a - kneed. This- th Ideated
Garage attached. Gas
- condition, entail:0.hr._ _ high heat and,, cooling
__very_seal sense, this_- on it got:IC/ravel.road
197(1 United Feature Syndicate foe. Solit12ide
Near
Nat
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
only one mile from
$400. Call 436-2532.
your
is
. office
Shopping Center. 1106
for free estimates. blacktop state road.
headquarters and our
Pogue Ave. Only $17,000.
46 Homes For Sale
Thinking of buying a
1976 242 TON GMC truck
staff is here to help you.
-Realty, 505
BY Sears,
Galloway
farm, then you will Want
Call us at 753-1492 or
427. GUTTERING
Sjera. 6500
BY
large3
OWNER:
that
OR
F
753-5842.
Street,
=LOOKING
gutMain
Mous
Nab
Sears
Call
one.
this
to consider
engine. V-8, 5 speed-2
stop Wyo-ur retire-State
bedrooms, 1"2 baths, all
special lot to build on
speed, It_ gate, 17 ft.__ ters installed per your
service center at 1200 _Bob Rodgers,753-7116 or SPIC &SPAN Vary. neat
carpet, drapes, central Call
• this •-spring?- -Look- no:
-- John C 'Neubauer,
van,900 tires. Excellent: - specifications.
'
Sycamore:ttitee 40.dF0'mn -)rick ----.1urther! Located .in
heat and'air, large lot,,
Sears 753-2310 for free
-.W753-4389
--- Realtor, 505 Main St.
home with central heat
fenced backyard, many
lovely
Canterbury
estimates.
FOR REAL ESTATE int
753-0101 or 753-7531.
and air located nor'
2 miles from
extras.
an
have
ideal
we
_Estates
-4,21L...ef,Guntatzt•-•FADP---1972
-SALE
FOR----"7-N----111iest
-Murrty:
Murray off 121 S.
11--A-T
lotfor a split level. Take
PERU) REALTY 753Chevrolet pickup.'450 CHANGEPhone KOPPERLJD
located
753.9732
$37,000.
762or
lot
this
to a
carport
at
damaged
look
a
1222. January and
engine, automatic, air,
REALTY, 753-1222 for
6970.
specious addition.
at 4614- Oxford Drive
tires.
new
topper,
radio,
February 1ales indicate
information 04 .all. , then cau. Linda Drake.
Remodeling, repairs,
- • -a very active year in the
Gall 1-362-4072.
homes listed for sale
aluminum siding,
733-0492 or come by ow
THREE BEDROOM on
real estate market. Let
through the Murrayroofing, aluminum
office for further
South 13th Street. With 1 ONE OWNER 1972
us assist you in selling
Callaway _ County
awnings. Call 437-4318.
-details. Be ready to
acre- of land, garage
--your home and-or
Plymouth
Satellite.
WILSON
_Multiple Listing Setbuild this spring--2114111---bebind--befflae:--C-aa--753-phone-753-5278.
---beating a fine-new-home IOW $ mia if My, Ibis 3
vice.
854i
CON.
J
AND
D
C. Neuliauer, Realtor,
in 1978. We have 5 full,,ItedrefinttsI&!Mae bisme
_
TRACTORS, building,
1965
hard
'
MUSTANG,
time tiles professionalsMain St'75/41e1 aF
feateres a beamed cable
GREAT ROOM for great "
remodeling, repairs,
'753-7531.
top. Automatic, air
featly roan with fireplace,
to assist you in any type
people. Econbmically
FOR SALE BY OWNER
aluminum siding,
very
beat-ins,
with
bedroom
tape
condition,
player.
real estate transaction.
built home...fireplace
two bedroom brick
roofing. From the
merlern kitchen with ceramk
Good shape. $895. Call
Why not give us a call at
with heatalator, heat
most
smallest to
ankh" rags PLUS 3 saws
draPes*-----753-3222.
ty
Real
Waldrop
Koppernd
pump, central electric
will hors. born. Soo *is owe
Central heat and air with
Call
Job.
complete
437-.
-tri Business
Realty- _makes bisyinfs
heat a4air. bedll/QPI
semi
-T-.11V. storage
117
elliVitoLET
1956"
Since
aid selling rear estate
and 2 full baths...Many building.' -Three miles
pickup triad.. Call 437- WATCH AND CLOCK
Penny Good older home
easy for you.
• 753-5646
other extras...priced in
North of Mayfield. Call
willieWdlitip distance of
4701 or 437-9505.
753-1492
-Call
30's.
the
repairiag. All work
759p.m.
6
after
Murray
grocery eon. I s. gas lot
guaranteed..106 Riviera
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
4881.
will good pardon piot. Storni
NOTICE
FOR SALE by owner
1973 BUICK Riviera,fully
Cal
759-1231.
.
doors wed store' wirlows.
REAL ESTATE
house and 3.3 acres,
yt
IN
EXECUTIVE
HOME`
only
end
liveable
Vary
48.
Automotive
Service
I have been out of state
miles from Murray.
heel.197
equiwPP6d
.4
e, fully LICENSED EL EC5vChevr
dri
$12,000.
GATESBOROUGH on vacation. Am now
; CAR batBAR
Modern.2 bedroom fully
equipped, wide tires and
This
Anytime
•
home
has
753-3263
TRICIAN prompt efready to give more
teries; Willard brand, 2
carpeted with fireplace.
wheels. Call 474-2384.
everything for comficient
service. No job
time to- selling real
year guarantee, 920.99;
Built-in appliances. Lots
fortable, convenient
too small. Call Ernest
estate and appraisal
„guarantee,
years
closets.
3
1979.„lettITE
of cabinets and
__white...45./4)6GL.
ACIEEk_lofisted east ofwork. If I can help you
guaran- •
_
Cutliis," 2•doorliaHMO;
Tn. -4n---outstanding features --Pal-re. 6\41-1 ookint -$21[99;
,
with your real estate
- tee*- $26-.36-; 5 year
Baru
lake
local, low milegge. Call FENCE SALES'it Sears
blacktop road. This can
heat pump,
problems, please call
or
guarantee,• $30.99; 5
horse
for
suitable
753-8766.• .
•
now. Call Sears 753-2310
la rg
be bought for less than
and
lovely
or come by my office
guarantee,
year
for free estimate; for
fireplace
in
$800.00 per aere. About
den, .pony; plus outside
over Rexall Drug on
5
- GREMLIN
storage- building mid •- maintenance- your needs.
square in
55 acres are tendable.
court
spacious 2 car garage, 3
.
cylinder, automatic, air
shop. All on beautifully . $34.99.
-M-urray, Ky. - need
Nearly 75 per cent of the
bedrooms, 2142 baths,
condition, power brakes, FOR 'INSULATION
landscaped Wooded-- --Wire,
real estate listings.
farm has good barb wire
tastefully decorated
40's.
low
luggage rack, one
Priced
acres.
Claude L. Miller,
needs. Call Jackson
C.
fencing.
John
throughout. We feel this
owner. $1800. Call 75349. Used Cars & Trucks
Call 753-9050.
Realtor
Purchase Insulation,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
is the best home in the
6816.- 759-1820.
Main St., 753-0101 - 753mid 50's on today's
Office yeas. 7534064 Howe
-111611-FORD GALAXI
Pbeise 753-3359
7531.
markelezt- us-tell you
automatic, power 19116 VALIANT, 2 door PAINTING, INTERIOR,
Guy Spann Realty
more about it! Phone
exterior. Also dry wall
with streight shift,-slant
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
'Tour Key People
KOPPERUD REALTY,
finishing. 10 years ex753.7456
Call
engine.
six
mileage.
In
gas
Real
EstateGood
753-1222 anytime.
perience. Call 436-2563,
_
after 5 p.m.
753.7724
Ashley wood stove
Murray 59
qol Sr(*more
BUSINESSES
ATTENTION
Ralph Worley.
without jacket. Call 436197• FORD VAN 2204.
customized, 40,000
FOR YOUR septic tank
Purchaser
Warehouse space available. CHEAPER than
Individual
choice
LOTS
BUILDING
miles, automatic shift,
and • backhoe work
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
wants to buy farm.
locations. Reasonable
1973 PINTO, automatic,
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
needs. Also septic tank
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
Reply to Box 32U.
prices. Fulton Young
31,000 miles. One owner.
$2500.00.
cleaning. -can- John
with complete pffirlity and easy access.
---- Excellent condition.
. Realty. 753-7333.
Lane: -Phone.-753-1669- or
50. Campers
Call 753-3744 days
$1195. 1803 College Farm
436-5348.
COMMERCIALLY
or 753-7618 nights
Rd.
NEW LISTING - Near
ZONED - This lot is 61' x
the university on a quiet,
1967 FORD Falcon S,port
320' on S. 4th St. - 50'
tree-shaded streetis this
Coupe. Four speed.
No
set-back.
building
*
ranch
brick
3 bedroom
Excellent engine, good
building
on
restriction
- home just waiting for
tires. Contact Jim Call,
width. Only $10,900. Call
your'family. Fully
753-7356.
Majors
Boyd
Today!
11178 Travel
throughout,
carpeted
Trailers
°ff
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th,
home has living room,
1977 FORD F150, 414,351
-7534000.
sSO" off
97$ Povilps
dining room, large den
engine, power, AM-FM
Al seed Campers $50
and abundant storage
"off
radio, white sport
mobile
BEDROOM
TWO
This applies to all Campers
areas. Phone KOPwheels,
air„
automatic,
before
purchased
4-1-78.
Completely
home.
PERUD REALTY, 753lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
furnished. $4995. Fulton
The only cure for Cabin Fever
1222 or come by our
tool box on side. Call 489is the outdoors and the best
753-7333.
Realty,
Young
Conveniently located
way to enjoy the outdoors is
2666.
with. Starcraft Camper Our
office in the White House
special prices make this
Building; 711 Main for
remedy easy to take.
The Phone
1971 V.W.. engine has
Bank financing available.
all your _reaL_ estate
5,000 miles. New tires,
Number In
needs.
White's Onsperieles
needs
transmission
In 1773...
41.14944 94 isse,- Aid Ow.* army.
lids lovely home located at
work. 1.300. Call 753-0745.
9. 7080511
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1. Nervices Uttere0
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and

DRI‘EWAYS and
parking areas white
r*ked and graded.-Freeestimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.

CUTIIIIIt

753-5933.
WILL DO babysitting in
our home. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-0762.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call751:
7203.

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8141.

FOR PLOWING,&acing,
bushogging ,or blade
work in and - around
WILL MAUL driveway
call 436-6678 or
Murray
rock,-lime, sand and--758407. Good time to
'
'Also.
decorative rock.
_Wye your driveway,
grain hauling available.
graded!
753Hudson,
Call Roger
4545 or1753-6763.
/GLASS WOML mirrors,
WET BASEMENT? We
aluminum store fronglass,
make wet basements
auto
ts,
pieliglass, plate, windry, work completely
guarnnteed _CELL CPT
-dow glass and glass
write Morgan Conshowcases. M and G
Glass,
struction, Co., Route 2,
Complete
130K-469-A`f-Paduosib, Ky.
Dixieland Center, 75342001. Phone day or
0180.
53. feed And Seed
RED TOP HAY for sale.
Call 4924422.
•
(MUTT SERVICE
Conipairy Inc. Air con- &tint-sales and service. Modern sheet
Metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

FREE GREY 9 mouth ad
kitten. Friendly, good
with children. Call after
5:30 753-0090 ask for
Clutisti.
FREE TWO white kittens. Approximately 9
weeks old. Call 7534315.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPfM WEEKDAYS

House
Calls

•Hospitat
"*".w
CLOSED
ON"
THURSDAYS
Fri. Sal 94:30
Calls
*Hair Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut-Street.
Coil this number after 5:00 to assure prompt service neil.t day, 753
:
168 i
ahcriiTglif appointtheithfs.
SALES CAREER
-

LIMITED TRAVEL

We are manufacturers of chemical specialties for the industnal, institutional and commercial markets.
If you are a hard worker with a

strong desire to succeed,

sales ex-

optional) we will invest our time and money to help you
=successful
Our senior salesmen earning 818.000 to $45,000.
8200 to 8350 weekly draw and incentives against liberal commission_
Expense allowance while training. Excellent fringe benefits_
Management opportmity
Send resurne to
NITA 1111111141cmut
PA In IONS
VIII
14/11411444
Or part 441194•1410121$41911.
An.qual apportunity7Pioyer

c00%'•
It•otto'`
etwo 010.

oe

nt.
or,
ver
et,

urnt
led

om
1430

The
Boston Tea Party

It's Going To Happen
Again... Watch

For It.

Wanted:

1.m.

6-8

MO
red.
olid
Call
n.

Want to rent row crop
land, also tobacco base.
Reply to Box 321.

1300 larloreed was maim haat with the best amerials end endtsinnowidp. Exclusive forearm inclode en intercom, eirtmentk closet NESts, phase Mcks Is each room
and gas service to &mime. Teel find testefel decorated light fixtures is each rem. 11netvrelly
hes conteal hosted Mr end is carpeted threagheirt. Offered et $42,500.

For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

-Expert G. E.
T. V.Repair

759-1707

-Furtric
rom
and
No

, 70

Murray

Cherry Pie Lovers
bring your love to.
McDonald's on Monday. Feb. 20th .and
buy one of our
delicious hot cherry
pies and receive a
second one free.
George
Celebrate
birWashington's
thday with us and enjoy a tasty cherry
- --treat. Offer good onlyat Murray McDorusld's.

NEW
ANOTHER
LISTING 7 House and
2
/
14 acreS- located 31
miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
remodeled with new
central heat and air,
fireplace in greatroom,
,attached bregeway and
garage, and completely
dew throughout.' Home
still needs carpet laid
and trim work completed. Phone KOP;
PERUD REALTY, 7531222 or visit our office at
711 Main. We are
working hard to provide
the best possible_ real
estate service for you.

Via do It all for you
II'S PIO, Sprtior

Mcgonaldl
1117 11.12%
Murray, Ky.

527-1468

7539625

The Nelson

22 Years Experience
Service The Day You Call

Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After Moors
759-1 716
44. Lots For Sale
• ABLE
I
cedar shade lake front
cottage on beautiful
large
wooded lot.
Located in Ponderosa
Subdivision
near
Aurora, Ky. Redwood
and paneled interior has
cathedial • win
ds
facing lake, attractive
upstairs loft bedroCren;
downstairs
bedroom,
"living-dining,
kit-thenetteT---batt amtutility. Furnished, ready
to enjoy. For sale by
owner - pre-season
price. Call 527-3664.
'

Patio

Bedroom
11 I 14

Den
136" x18'7'
i
(with beamed ceilingi4

lArge
Closet

Murray Appliance
large
closet

753-1580

212 Male

Bedroom
x

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Ded.noo)
104" x 1111"

Lonna Room
116' 27' -

• Perrh

That's what you'll say
When You See The

All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
& Marble
'Qualit‘ That kVill Please
753 5719
612 5. 9th

Bettye Albin
Ron Talent

IAN

Shirley Wiifera
Bob fiord
Wayne Wilson

irom000.

WILSON
INSURANCE

753-3263 Anytime
202 S. 4th St.

& REAL ESTATE

•

.gy
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Deaths and Funerals
Winchester Funeral Final Rites Held
Services On Sunday For Chetley Adams

Benefit Supper
Slated By Church
The Calvary Temple Church
will have a benefit supper on
Monday, Feb 20, at six p. m.
with the Meal to consist of
"relict
3paghett4, salad,
bread, and drink. The cost Will,
be $1.50 for adults and 75 cents
for children under twelve.All _ proceeds .from this
special event will go toward
completing a project that the
ladies organization of Calvary
Temple has- undertaken. The
ladies will have an auction
after the meal selling items
they Nave made during the
.
past few months.
-The- public -is invited to
attend at the church located
approximately one mile south
of Murray on Highway 641.

Memorial Church
Will Recognize
Group On-Sunday
Sunday, Feb. 19, will be
Mjasion Organization Sunday
at the Memorial Baptist
Church when IN 'Mirth will
recognize the leaders and
officers of the Mission,
Friends, Roy Ambassadors,
Girls in Action, Acteens,
Baptist Young Women, Betty
Siedd Group, Eva Wall Group,
Norma Bone Bible Study
Group, and Afternoon Group.
Worship services will4 be
held at the church at 10:50 a.
m. and seven p. m. with the
pastor,the Rev. Jerrell White,
to speak on "Who Is
Your King?" with scripture
from I Samuel 8, John 10:3-31
at the Morning hour, and on
"Lessons From The Book of
Judges" at the evening hour.
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the nior7
.ning services. The Rev. Ron
Hampton, minister of music,
will direct the song service
with Margaret -Wilkins as
organist and Jane Robers as
pianist.
At the evening serviee a
slide report on Brandon
SpringiwilLbe shown.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m.
Joe Segree, optomettist of
Cadiz, and former member of
the Memorial Church, will
give his testimony and speak
on "using tracts in witnessing" at the Wednesday
service.
evening prayer
_

Senate Approves Bill Aimed At
Tightening Modica! Assistance
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
t- The measure was approved 32-0
Senate.
IRgisiation alined at tignterung up
Friday and now goes to the HOUlle.
The sponsor, Senate Majority Leader
payments of public funds under the Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, said the
Senate Bi1112 would prohibit the state
Kentucky Medical Assistance'Program
legislation could save Kentucky at least _ Human Resources Department from
and at providing a deterrent to fraud
providing Medicaid coverage to anyone
$3 million in state fris and 810 million
has. been. approved by the Kentucky • -in federal finds annually.
already covered-by health Insurance,
and would require that all medical
assistance payments by the department be payments of last resort.
Under the measure, hospitals and
physicians must submit bills first to
private insurance companies liable for
payment.
Insurance companies would not
receive iCertificate of authorityfrom
Murray State University has moved
are cycled on and off tor periods of 30 to the state on any contract containing a
swiftlr.to comply voluntarily with 60 minutes during hours of
provision limiting the company's
building
federal and state recommendations for occupancy.
obligation to pay on a claim because the
ellerg y conservation.
— Reduction in the daily or weekly insured is eligible for payment under
During hours of occupancy, tem- heading cycle through a corresponding
the Medical Assistance Program.peratures within all buildings on the reduction in the number of hours that
The bill was amended to make it a
campus are being maintained between the University is in operation, and
felony for providers of medical services
55 and 68 degrees, depending ontointentionally deceive or ,•tlefraud the
The _rescheduling or cancellation
Minimum need.s„,for specifie areas, said of university-sponsored events that Human Resources Department by
Dr. Richard Gray,- Vice President for have extensive lighting or heating
providing false claims for providing
administrative services.
medical care.
demands.
The average across the 238-acre
campus is less than the recommended
65.clegree maximum, he said.
(-Continued Frew Page 1)
During the hours buildings-'are not
occupied, air curculating equipment is
of the PSC hearng will be to determine • The federal government already has
being turned off and the temperatures
been asked to relax clean air standards
how to enforce mandatory curtailments
permitted to dr-V-to the lowest possible
for one of the utilities facing mandatory
should tey be imposed.
level without resulting in damage to the
curtailments to allow the use of high"We are fearful there will be no efbuildings or to the sophisticated and
:0
sulfur coal until cleaner coal is
fective_ means to enforce mandatory
highly sensitive equipment housed in
available, the governor said.
curtailments," Carroll said. "If the
many of them.
"The utilities tell me there's plenty of
public is not responsive, the potential
Interior and exterior lighting is being
high-sulfur coal available to them," he
for substantial results ould have a
maintained at... levels considered
added.
disastrous effect on the utilities." prudent for operation of the university
Carroll said he has not asked the state
the
safety
Of
its
students
and
and for
Department of Transportation to
Carroll said the state is looking at a
employees, Gray noted.
proposal already instituted in Indiana
temporarily relax .coal-haul_ truck
Still more energy conservationwhereby Ithere would be a penalty per -- weight limits,.but acknowledged that. .
meisurei are being coAsidered by the
kilowatt hour for those customers who
-such a loosening of weight limits would
university for immediate imwilfully violate" curtailment orders.
make more coal available quicker.
plementation should they become
Carroll said he favored imposing
Under mandatory curlailments, such
nececsary, ke said. These Mclude;
s3tewitie mandatory -curtailments
tbing3
Sign
lightsfor
— Greater reduction of building
rather than having one or two utilities
parldag lots and other decorative
temperatures during hours of ocreduce service because "there would be
wolild be the first to go,Carroll
cupancy.
more public acceptance if everybody
said. The governor also said he is
controlled
load— Manually
knew everybody else was suffering with considering limiting sports activities to
shedding; in which air circulating units
them." .
daytime hours to conserve electricity.

Final rites for Chesley D.
Services for Mrs. Myrtle
Winchester of 1610 Ryan ave. Adams of Murray, were held
Murray, will be helcrlimday this maiming at 10:30a.m. -at
at one p.m -at the chapel of the the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating and Frank
Home with the Rev. Roy
Gibson officiating_ and Mrs. Pool directing the singing.
Pallbearers were Dan Boaz,
OliVene Erwin as the organist.
Pallbearers will be Mrs. Dick George, Bobby Meador,
Winchester's sons and sons-in- Jim Farris, Ray Wyatt, and
law., &trial will be in,the Tae Morgan. Burial Was in tile
Sinking Spring Cemertery.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Adams, age 78, died
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m. Wednesday at the MurrayCalloway County HospitaL
today.
He is survived by two
War- Winchester, age 81,
died Thursday. She was the daughters, two sons, two
widow of L. C. Winchester.who sisters, four brothers, seven
died Oct. 29, 4970. Mrs. Win- grandchildren and four greatchester was a member of the grandchildren.. „
"VhiteiVille _Christian Church
"The Great Sin" will be the
in Daviess County.
subject of the sermon by the
Survivors include three'
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins,
daughters, four sons, 15
grandchildren and four great: c
417., at the 10:45 a. m. worship
services on Sunday,Feb. 19,at
grandchildren.
Mrs. Winchester_ was -athe • South Pleasant -Grove
United Methodist Church. His
retired school teacher and
scripture will be from
also owned and operated the
Winchester Apartments of
Proverbs 16:18 and Luke 18:9"A Christian Response To 14-.
West Main Street in Murray.
World Hunger" will be the
The church choir, directed
subject of the sermon by the by Mrs. L. D. CoOk, Jr., with
Rev. Dr. David G Roos at the M4:s. Otto Erwin as organist
10:45 a. m. worship service on and Tommy Gaines as pianist
Sunday, Feb. 19, at. the First - -will sing the -selection,
Christian Church iDisciples of "Follow Me."
Christ ).
At the six p. m. worship
'-:fte Junior Choir, directed service, Dr. Mullins will start
_ Funeral services for Paul by Margaret Porter with Jane
a series of sermons on
Blalock of Murray .Route- 'Hutson as organist, wilt sing
"People lboid The Cross"
Four., will be held today at two the anthem, "The Lord Is My
with the first being Peter.
p.m. at the chapel of the Shepherd."
Sunday Sctiool will be at 9:45
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Steve Shaw will be worship
m.._and ,the church adHorn,.with arp.. Jatui Date.-'' leader with- Mr. and Mrrhinistrative board will meet
officiating—The song service- s.Kermit Halstead and Mr:
wilt he by the Green Plain . and Mrs. Johnny Reagan as at four p.rn
Church Of Christ singers With greeters.
Frank Pool as leader.
Serving as elders will be
Pallbearers will- be Bill Ed Henry Holton and Eugene
The First Baptist Church
Hendon, _Walter Lee- Steely, - Scott. Deations wili-he -Voris
will hear the -'Rev: Dr. Bill
Howard Steely, Keith Let- Wells, Jim Boone, Ken Kellar,
_
F.J, F._ 7.1..,1,2_
Whittaker speak on "How
terman, Craves Paschall,- Darrel McFerron, and Fred
t
Long
Is
Your
Shadow
with
Mike White,• William Adams -Wells.
1'
scripture from Ads 5:12-21.at
and Teddy Potts. Burial Will
Tile flowers_ on the cornBro., John Dale willtPeak at the 10:45 a.m. service, and on
follow at the NurraY.-amnion, table will be in
-"We
God" with
8:30 a.m., 10:46 a.m., and six '
MersOrial Gardens.
-Lawson
The
Rev.
-Memory et Max Miller, Jr., by p.: 'tn. - Worship services on scriptilre from Acts 528-33.át
Blalock,Zge EL died 'at" • the family.
Williamson will speak at the
the
seven
p.m.
services
on
Sunday,
Feb.
19,
at
the
four p.m. TEursday at the
Sunday School will be at:30
'eleven a. m. and seven p. m.
Baptist Hospital in Nashville, a. m. with vesters at six p. m. Seventh and Poplar Church of Sunday, Feb. 19.
Assisting in the service will worship .services on Sunday,
Christ. --Owen Moseley and
Tenn. He was. a farmer and
to feature a colored film strip
be
Jamie *asher, deacon of Feb. 19, at -the Sinking Spring..
-dairyman and a member of and cassette on week of Jerry Bolls will direct.the song
Jim
Church.
the week, G. T. Moody, Baptist
the Green Plains Church of compassion with John Hall, service.
Kuykendall, deacon of the
Bob
minister
music,
of
The morning sermon topic
, Chirst.
World Outreach chairman, in
week, will assist in. the morSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. charge. God Squad will meet will be "They Need Not Billington and James Rogers. ning service.
Special
music
at
the
morRobbie White Blalock to
at 5:30 p. m. and Senior Youth Depart" with scripture from
"Let's Just Praise The
whome he was married Dec. Group at six p. m. God and Matthew 14:15-16, and the ning hour will be a solo by Lord" and "Where No One
Wayne
Halley,
mininster
of
18, 1937; his mother, Mrs.
Country Class will be at four p. evening topic will be "They
music, and by the church Stands Alone" will be the
Essie Bell Blalock of Murray:
m. and junior choir will meet Had Been With Jesus" with choir
with Joan Bowker as selections to be sung by the
scripture from acts 4:13.
two daughters M. James
at five p. m.
organist
and Allene Knight as adult choir, directed by
Hill of Calvery City and Mrs.
Beading the scripture will
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
Allen Kerns of Dixon, Tenn.;
be Jimmy Ragsdale, Randy pianist. At the evening service as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
the
Men's
will
sing
and
Chior
one sone Robert Blalock of
Moore, and Bruce McManus.
as organist.
Cynthia Croucb will sing a _ .
Murray; two brothers, Pat
Tommy Carraway and Ted
choir will meet
youth
The
solo.
Mr. Harris is the president of
Blalock of University City,
Howard will make the anat
5:30 p. m. and
practice
for
The
presentation
of
the
Fred
Mo., and James Blalock of
nouncements with Ronnie
will sing in the evening serMurray; and six grandSills, Nicky Ryan, Willie Gingles Scholarship and the vice.
en also sunftve. His
Francis, Edward Thomas, commissioning of the lay
Sunday School will be at ten
Manufacturers of Rote Bote & Deck Craft
witness
team
will
be
at
the
father;Dr: E. R. Blalock -died
Mark Pugh,- and Max Walker
Training
at
Church
m.
and
a.
morning
service,
and the
in 1933.
No.1 Company in the pontoon world
to lead in prayers.
six p. m.
Serving for The Lord's' presentation of the Student
workers
Volunteer nursery
Supper will be James Outreach scholarship will be will be Mr. and Mrs. Roger
at the evening service.
'
The Rev. Ronald Hardison,
Everyone is welcome
Mowery, Ray Karraker, Lorin
' PROJECT _ Nursery workers Sunday Cooper and Mrs. Hattie Lee
new music director at the
Watson,
and
Lenith
Rogers.
INDEPENDENCE
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